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Executive Summary
Canada’s climate will continue to warm, driven by global greenhouse gas emissions from
human activity. Both past and future warming in Canada is, on average, about double the
magnitude of warming globally (Canada’s Changing Climate Report, NRCan 2019). This poses
risks to all sectors of the economy and Canadians’ quality of life. Action on climate change
mitigation and adaptation is required to limit impacts on people, the economy and natural
ecosystems.
The National Capital Commission (NCC) and the City of Ottawa (referred to herein as the
Project Partners) commissioned CBCL Limited to undertake a comprehensive climate change
projection study for the National Capital Region (NCR). The project used a collaborative and
impacts-driven approach that involved iterative feedback from the Project Partners and
stakeholders such as the Ville de Gatineau and Conservation Authorities. It relied on data and
advice from Environment and Climate Change Canada’s (ECCC) Canadian Centre for Climate
Services (CCCS). This study complements work being done by the Ville de Gatineau in
partnership with Ouranos.

Goals
Climate projections use climate science and modelling to predict future changes in
temperature, precipitation, wind and extreme events. Climate projections are used in climate
risk assessments and support adaptation and resiliency planning for multiple sectors. The
regional approach to developing climate projections encourages consistency across multiple
jurisdictions with overlapping climate impacts and adaptation needs. Climate projections from
this study (Phase 1) will help decision-makers to understand impacts on communities,
infrastructure, economy and the natural environment (Phase 2), and plan for climate resilience
and adaptation initiatives (Phase 3). This study builds upon previous studies (Public Services
and Procurement Canada, the Ville de Gatineau, and Hydro Ottawa) and is more
comprehensive in terms of data coverage and geographical reach, with the intention of
reaching the widest user and application base.

Phase 1
Climate projections

Phase 2
Risk and
vulnerability
assessments

Phase 3
Adaptation and
resiliency planning

The climate data in this report has been made publicly available to support a common
understanding of how the climate in the region is and will continue to change. Stakeholders in
the NCR are encouraged to use the results of this climate projections study in climate risk
assessments and adaptation planning and projects.
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Future Scenarios and Time Horizons
Impact assessment, climate risk management, and policy development today must be
informed by a range of emission scenarios, or “Representative Concentration Pathways” (RCPs)
used to drive climate models. Scenarios by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC Fifth Assessment Report 2013) include low, moderate and high emission scenarios. If
global greenhouse gas mitigation objectives from the 2015 Paris Agreement are achieved, the
actual emissions will need to fall between the low and moderate scenarios. The rate and
magnitude of climate change will depend on future global greenhouse gas emissions; global
emissions are currently tracking above the moderate emission scenario.

As the low emission scenario is considered unlikely, this study provides a range of
results for the moderate to high emission scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5) for 3
projection horizons, or time slices, when compared to the 1981-2010 baseline:
•
2030s (2021-2050).
2050s (2041-2070).
•
•
2080s (2071-2100).
2 Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
Scenarios

Future Scenarios
Localized Projections

4 Time Horizons

Temperature
Precipitation
Wind, humidity
Extreme events

High
Baseline

2030’s

2050’s

2080’s
Moderate

Including spatial variation

Climate Projections
The outputs of climate models include parameters like temperature, precipitation, humidity,
snow, and wind. Indices, i.e., calculations based on parameters, were selected to provide
meaningful projections that can be used by decision-makers.
Overall, it is projected that the NCR will become warmer and wetter. Warming is anticipated in
all seasons. An increase in precipitation is anticipated in all seasons, except summer. It is
expected that the timing of seasons will shift and that periods of extreme heat will become
more common. Rainfall is expected to increase, both in volume and intensity. Annually, less
snowfall and a shorter snow season are projected. Conditions favourable for extreme events
such as freezing rain, tornadoes and wildfires are projected to become more common.
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Temperatures are projected to be warmer under the high emission scenario. In other words,
there is a greater difference between the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high emission (RCP 8.5)
scenarios for temperature-based indices. Results are more variable for precipitation indices,
and some show a negligible difference between moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5)
emission scenarios or between subsequent time horizons.
Temperature and precipitation are the two most typical climate model parameters; hence, a
larger ensemble of climate models is available for these parameters, allowing a better
characterization. In each of the following key findings (and in the remainder of the report), the
two values quoted (e.g., 5-8°C in the 2030s) are for moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5)
emission scenarios respectively. These values represent an “average year” for the time period
as they are averaged over 30-year time slices.
In this report, the two values reported for each index (e.g., 5-8°C) are not ranges;
they represent the mean values for the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5)
emission scenarios. When a decrease is projected, such as for the amount of
snow, the second value will be lower than the first value.
A simplified summary of projections for the high carbon emission scenario RCP 8.5 is provided
in the following table, supported by a more detailed summary in the next sub-sections.

More certainty
Less certainty

Summary of Future Climate in Canada’s Capital Region
What to expect*
2030s
2050s
2080s
Temperature
Average temperature ↑ 1.8°C
↑ 3.2°C
↑ 5.3°C
Very hot days
2.5 times more
4 times more
6.5 times more
(above 30°C)
Very cold days
20% less
35% less
65% less
(below -10°C)
Seasons
Winters shorter by
4 weeks
5 weeks
8 weeks
Springs earlier by
2 weeks
2 weeks
4 weeks
Winter freeze-thaw
↑ 15%
↑ 35%
↑ 55%
Precipitation
Fall-winter-spring
↑ 5%
↑ 8%
↑ 12%
precipitation
Intense precipitation ↑ 5%
↑ 15%
↑ 20%
Snowfall
↓ 10%
↓ 20%
↓ 45%
Extreme Events
Possible increases in freezing rain
Warming favours conditions conducive to storms, wildfires
* For high emission
More certainty
Less certainty
Scenario RCP 8.5
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Temperature Projections:
Increase in Average
Temperatures (all Seasons) –
The average annual
temperature is projected to
increase from approximately
6.1°C in the baseline to
approximately 7.5-7.9°C in the
2030s, 8.2-9.3°C in the 2050s,
and 8.8-11.4°C in the 2080s.
No single season is projected
to warm significantly faster
than the others.
Less Cold Extremes – Cold
extremes are expected to
decrease in intensity and frequency. For example, the number of days per year where the
daily minimum temperature is less than -10°C (“Deep Freeze Events”) is projected to
decrease from approximately 71 days in the baseline to approximately 59-57 days in the
2030s, 53-46 days in the 2050s and 48-28 days in the 2080s. Although these projections
are for an extreme index, they represent an “average year” since they are averaged over
30-year time slices.
More Warm Extremes – There will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of hightemperature extremes. In the baseline, the NCR experienced approximately 11 days that
reached 30°C (“Hot Days”) per year. Models project an increase to approximately 25-28
days in the 2030s, 32-43 days in the 2050s and 36-72 days in the 2080s. That is twice as
many hot days in the 2030s, 3-4 times as many in the 2050s, and 3-6 times as many in the
2080s.
Change in Seasonal Characteristics – The first day of fall frost is projected to occur
approximately 1-2 weeks later by the 2030s, 2-3 weeks later by the 2050s, and 3-4 weeks
later by the 2080s compared to the baseline. The last day of spring frost is projected to
occur approximately 1-2 weeks earlier in the 2030s and 2050s, and 2-4 weeks earlier in the
2080s.
Shift in Freeze-Thaw Cycles – Models project that winter temperatures will hover around
0°C more frequently in the future. Therefore winter freeze-thaw cycles (December–
February) are projected to increase, whereas freeze-thaw cycles that occur during spring
(March–May) and fall (September–November) are projected to decrease as temperatures
warm.
Precipitation Projections:
Increase in Total Precipitation (Except Summer) – The annual total precipitation in the NCR
(including both rain and snow) is expected to increase from approximately 921 mm/year in
the baseline to approximately 949-968 mm in the 2030s, 979-993 mm in the 2050s and
983-1028 mm in the 2080s. Increases will be concentrated in the winter and shoulder
seasons with no increases projected for June–September.
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No change in Frequency of Wet Days – Although the annual total precipitation is increasing,
precipitation is projected to be concentrated within the same number of wet days (where
precipitation > 1 mm) that occurred in the baseline.
More Intense Precipitation – The annual maximum precipitation that falls in one day is
expected to increase from approximately 37 mm in the baseline to 39-39 mm in the 2030s,
41-42 mm in the 2050s and 41-44 mm in the 2080s. The increase in precipitation is
consistent with a greater amount of total precipitation falling in the same number of wet
days (see above). Extreme precipitation (for example the 1 in 100 year event) is projected
to increase for multiple durations (sub-daily, daily, and multi-day precipitation events).
These projections represent an “average year” (since they are averaged over 30-year time
slices), for a 10 km x 10 km area.
Decrease in Total Snowfall
– The annual total snowfall
is projected to decrease
from approximately 223
cm in the baseline to 193201 cm in the 2030s, 184179 cm in the 2050s and
154-124 cm in the 2080s.
This represents a
decrease of 31-44% by the
2080s. Due to year-to-year
variability, values similar to
the baseline are still
possible past mid-century.
Shorter Snow Season –
The timing of the first snowfall is projected to be later in the year, and the timing of the last
snowfall will be earlier. As a result (and due to increasing temperatures), the number of
days with snow cover is projected to decrease from approximately 115 days in the baseline
to approximately 95-94 days in the 2030s, 90-72 days in the 2050s and 78-43 days in the
2080s.
High Variability in Extreme Snow – Projections suggest a decrease in the maximum snow
depth and mixed findings for the maximum 1-day snowfall. Average projections suggest
that annual maximum 1-day snowfall (averaged across the study area) will change from
approximately 20 cm in the baseline to 21-20 cm in the 2030s, 22-20 cm in the 2050s and
20-16 cm in the 2080s. There is a decrease by the 2080s for the high emission scenario
(RCP 8.5) but not for the moderate emission scenario (RCP 4.5). These projections
represent total snow falling over the study area during an “average year” (since they are
averaged over 30-year time slices). Due to year-to-year variability, values similar or higher
than the baseline are still possible past mid-century.
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Humidity, Wind, Extreme Events and Other Phenomena
No trends in average winds and humidity were detected; however, the occurrence of high wind
chill is expected to decrease, whereas the number of days with high humidex is expected to
increase. Although uncertainty remains high, the occurrence of conditions favourable to
extreme weather (such as freezing rain, tornadoes, lightning, hurricanes, and wildfires) is
projected to increase.

Prominent Climate Impacts on Key Sectors
This study did not examine specific risks and vulnerabilities, as this will occur in phase 2;
however, potential impacts are generally known and can be summarized as follows.
Health and Safety – A warmer and wetter climate conducive to extreme events will have wideranging repercussions for public health and safety. For example, flooding, heat waves, and
wildfires and extended power outages can have great impacts on those directly affected and
put an added strain on emergency services. Wildfires increase the concentration of airborne
particulate matter, impacting air quality. Conditions that are favourable for transmission of
vector-borne illnesses, such as Lyme disease and West Nile virus, will be more common.
Water Services – More intense precipitation, including winter rain, will increase risks of flooding,
erosion, combined sewer overflows and leachate generation at landfills. High winds may
increase power outages to water services, requiring back-up power systems. Summer low
flows may increase the risk of odours in the wastewater collection system.
Buildings, Real Estate and Planning – Energy demands are expected to shift seasonally, with
heating requirements decreasing in the winter months and cooling demands increasing during
the summer months. The roof and foundation drainage systems of buildings will be impacted
by increases in the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events. For new
construction, climate change will influence future editions of the National Building Code of
Canada. Municipal planning must account for climate impacts, including future flood risks.
Transportation – Climate change will impact both transportation infrastructure (such as life
expectancy of roads and flooding) and operations (such as power outages and travel delays). A
changing climate could also bring potential opportunities to the transportation sector such as
longer construction seasons or reduced winter snow clearing.
Natural Assets, Tourism and Recreation – Shorter winters with less snow, thinner ice and rainon-snow will negatively impact popular activities such as cross-country skiing in Gatineau Park
or skating on the Rideau Canal. Drier and warmer summers may impact plant and animal
species, potentially favouring invasive species and agriculture, although variable precipitation
may cause additional challenges. Shifting seasons will impact the preferred timing for the tulip
festival.
Riverine Flooding – Riverine flooding can occur on all rivers in the NCR, most notably along the
Gatineau, Rideau and Ottawa rivers. The NCR has experienced significant flooding along these
Climate Projections for the National Capital Region vi

rivers, including in the springs of 2017 and 2019. There are many factors that contribute to
flooding or flood risk, most of which are outside the scope of this study. Spring freshet
flooding, for example, is affected by precipitation and snowmelt in the entire Ottawa River
watershed, which extends far beyond the present study area.

Managing Uncertainty
Sources of uncertainty in the projections include natural variability, scenario uncertainty, and
model uncertainty. The respective significance of the sources of uncertainty changes with the
expected remaining useful life of the policy, program, or asset in question. Uncertainty related
to natural variability is relatively more significant in the short term whereas predictions
associated with each emission scenario diverge over the long term. Strategies for managing
uncertainty include:
Climate Projections (this report) - Using an ensemble of climate models and a range of
scenarios.
Incorporating the implications of uncertainty into climate risk assessments (i.e., Phase 2)
For planning and adaptation (i.e., Phase 3), where practical to do so, using a low-regret
approach that accounts for the full range of climate projections can make a project more
resilient to future climate and weather extremes, as follows:
 Planning/designing for most probable climate conditions over the intended lifetime.
 Including flexibility and/or additional safety factors for alternative courses of action
should climate conditions deviate from planning and/or design assumptions.
 Monitoring climate conditions and project performance over time.
 Opting for adaptations that provide a clear financial or social benefit regardless of how
climate changes in the future.
 Implementing design and construction modifications in response to observed changes.

Applying the Climate Projections
The climate data in this report can support a wide variety of risk assessments and adaptation
planning that build the resilience of people, assets and services to future climate conditions.
In the future, when new models are published, it is worthwhile to monitor new projections and
compare them to the results presented within the report on a case by case basis. Risk and
impact assessments should not be automatically presumed to be outdated when data
becomes available, as new data may not change the outcome of the assessment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Canada’s climate will continue to warm, driven by global greenhouse gas emissions
from human activity. Both past and future warming in Canada is, on average, about
double the magnitude of global warming (NRCan 2019). This poses risks to all sectors of
the economy and Canadians’ quality of life. Action on climate change mitigation and
adaptation is critically required to limit impacts on people and ecosystems.
The National Capital Commission (NCC) and the City of Ottawa (referred to herein as
the Project Partners) are committed to building resilience and adapting to climate
change. The services, programs, infrastructure, and assets under the jurisdiction of the
NCC and City of Ottawa support the National Capital Region, home to approximately 1.3
million Canadians.
The partnership was formed in 2019 to execute a comprehensive climate change
projection study for the National Capital Region (NCR). The project study area includes
the National Capital Region (NCR), as defined in the National Capital Act, as well as the
full extent of the City of Ottawa and the Ville de Gatineau. This study complements work
being done by the Ville de Gatineau (in partnership with Ouranos).

Figure 1.1:

Study Area
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1.1

Purpose

This project provides the data required to understand how climate is projected to
change over the 21st century and assess the overall risks to people, infrastructure, the
economy and natural environment.
The regional approach encourages consistency across multiple jurisdictions with
overlapping climate impacts and adaptation needs. This is a comprehensive study in
terms of data coverage and geographical reach. The intent is to support multiple users
with the widest range of needs.
This project represents the first of a multi-phase adaptation initiative for both the NCC
and the City of Ottawa. This first project phase includes the collection, analysis, and
communication of climate projections for the NCR. Subsequent project phases will
include the application of the data. These projections will help decision-makers to
understand impacts on communities, infrastructure, economy and the natural
environment (Phase 2), and plan for climate resilience and adaptation initiatives (Phase
3).

Phase 1
Climate projections

Figure 1.2:

Phase 2
Risk and
vulnerability
assessments

Phase 3
Adaptation and
resiliency planning

Phases of Climate Change Adaptation
The present study constitutes Phase 1.

General climate impacts are referenced broadly throughout this report because they
provide important context for the selection of appropriate indices as well as the
interpretation of results. A comprehensive vulnerability and impact assessment will be
conducted in subsequent phases. Impact and risk assessments can range in scope and
scale, from the assessment of a single impact in one sector (e.g., the impact of extreme
heat on vulnerable populations) to the assessment of multiple impacts on multiple
sectors (e.g., the impacts of climate change on municipal infrastructure). Impact
assessments can also be executed across organizations, including collaboration from
multiple levels of government. In fact, broad, multi-disciplinary representation on the
impact assessment team will strengthen the evaluation of risk, management of
uncertainty and identification of effective adaptation mechanisms.
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1.2

Project Methodology

This climate projection study uses the most up-to-date climate science and modelling
tools available in Canada. The project was approached with a collaborative and impactsdriven lens that involved iterative feedback from the Project Partners at the NCC and
City of Ottawa, key stakeholder groups as well as data and expert advice from staff at
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s (ECCC) Canadian Centre for Climate
Services (CCCS). The CCCS was involved from the beginning in defining the scope of the
project, providing input for key decisions, and reviewing the final product.
The methodology for this assessment included the following steps:

Figure 1.3:

Project Methodology

(GCM = Global Climate Model, RCM = Regional Climate Model)
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1.3

Future Climate Scenarios

Greenhouse gases (GHGs), such as carbon dioxide and methane, trap the sun’s heat
within the atmosphere, causing warming of the climate. The future climate will be
driven by anthropogenic GHG emissions. Emission scenarios represent possible GHG
emission patterns over the 21st century. These scenarios represent different futures
based on the amount of anthropogenic GHG emitted globally, which can be affected by
population growth and movement, future technology and alternative energy, policies,
and conflict. There are currently four industry-standard scenarios, called Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) that have been established by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
Table 1.1:

IPCC Emission Scenarios

Emission Scenario
Low
RCP 2.6
Moderate
RCP 4.5
Moderate-High
RCP 6.0
High
RCP 8.5

Global GHG Emissions
Steep cut starting now
to zero by 2070s
Slight rise to 2040s,
then drastic cut
Moderate rise to 2070s,
then cut
Continuous and
significant rise

Global Warming
2081-2100, Mean
and Likely Range
1.0°C
(0.3 to 1.7)
1.8°C
(1.1 to 2.6)
2.2°C
(1.4 to 3.1)
3.7°C
(2.6 to 4.8)

Meets 2015 Paris
Agreement for 2100
Global Warming <2°C?
Yes
Possibly
Unlikely
No

For this project, the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) emission scenarios were
considered. The moderate-high emission scenario (RCP 6.0) was not used, as a smaller
number of models have used this RCP. The low emission scenario (RCP 2.6) was not
used as it assumes that GHG emissions stay consistent until 2020 and then decline
until 2100. Given recent global emission trends, this scenario is considered unrealistic.
Emissions for each scenario are shown in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.5 displays the change in
global average temperature for the three RCP emission trajectories, as projected by
climate models.
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Figure 1.4:

Evolution of Global Annual CO2 Emissions (Historical and with RCP, IPCC
2013)

Figure 1.5:
Change in Global Average Temperature Relative to the 1986-2005
Reference Period for RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (Canadian Centre for Climate
Services)
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1.4

What is a Climate Model?

Global vs. Regional Climate Models
Climate models divide the earth into 3D cells and use equations to simulate atmospheric,
oceanic, and other processes. There are over 30 Global Climate Models (GCMs) which are
owned by leading scientific institutions around the world and require significant
computational power to run. GCMs use GHG emission scenarios as their inputs.
In general, the cells of GCMs are too large to permit the local details needed for
adaptation planning. Precipitation, for example, requires the use of Regional Climate
Models (RCMs). RCMs are similar to GCMs except that they have higher spatial
resolutions. The GCM outputs can also be focused onto smaller areas by using a
process referred to as “downscaling”.
This study uses global and regional climate models as described in the following table.
Further technical details on models, projections, and uncertainty are provided in
APPENDIX A – Climate Modelling Background.
Table 1.2:

Use of GCMs and RCMs for Different Parameters and Indices
GCM
Daily Temperature and Precipitation
x
Daily Snow, Wind and Humidity
Sub-Daily (e.g., hourly) Precipitation and Wind
Combined Parameters (e.g., Wind chill, Humidex)
x

RCM
x
x
x

Certain climate phenomena are not well captured by climate models. These include
freezing rain and ice storms; extreme snow and blizzards; extreme winds and gusts;
tornadoes; hurricanes; lightning; evapotranspiration, drought and wildfire; air quality (e.g.,
smog); acid rain; and shortwave (UV) radiation. In this case, we have used a processbased characterization that looks at how the factors that affect these phenomena are
changing, in order to understand trends.
Accounting for Model Uncertainty
Climate models use a large number of approximations in their mathematical
formulations. These approximations are a practical solution to account for phenomena
that occur at a spatial scale smaller than their grid cell. Therefore, models cannot
capture the entire complexity of the climate system. As such, one model can
overestimate or underestimate the simulated climate parameters. Because different
models use different approximations, they will give different solutions, each of these
solutions representing one possible future. Therefore, more than one model should be
used for climate projections. The range of the models' solutions covers the range of
possibilities (to the extent that they can be modelled).
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This approach for managing model uncertainty and variability is called ensemble
modelling. This study is based on ensemble modelling. The results of ensembles are
presented with graphs and plots that indicate the distribution of data so that an
assessment can be made with respect to the spread and overall confidence of the
modelled result. The plots presented in this report provide the 10th and 90th percentiles
of the ensemble as an indication of the uncertainty. The figures presented in the project
will show results for the ensemble of models corresponding to the moderate (RCP 4.5)
and high (RCP 8.5) emission scenario. More information on how to read plots is
presented in APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the Plots.

1.5

Time Horizons

The three projection horizons, or time slices, that were selected for this study are:
 2030s (2021–2050).
 2050s (2041–2070).
 2080s (2071–2100).
These projection horizons represent a mean value over a 30-year period and are
compared to a baseline (1981–2010). The baseline is output from models that have
been run in the past (“hindcast”), and it represents the historical climate. Projections
presented in these discrete horizons can then be used in risk and vulnerability
assessments by matching the remaining useful life of the program or asset with the
appropriate horizon. If an asset has an expected life exceeding 2100, it is still
encouraged to assess projections for the shorter time horizons (the 2030s and 2050s)
as some indices may have greater impacts in the short-term.
These projection horizons were selected for comparability with other work, including
the use of standardized time slides where possible (e.g., the 1981–2010 baseline
corresponds to ECCC Climate Normals), consistency with other resources available
nationally (e.g., Climate Atlas of Canada, Climatedata.ca), and previous and ongoing
projects in the region (Public Services and Procurement Canada, the Ville de Gatineau,
and Hydro Ottawa).

1.6

Selection of Climate Indices

This study provides projections for 178 climate indices. The list of climate indices is
available in Section 1.8, and the formulas for the indices can be found in APPENDIX F –
Plots of Climate Indices.
Parameters vs. Indices
The outputs of GCMs and RCMs include parameters like temperature, precipitation,
humidity, snow, and wind. Indices are then calculated from these parameters to
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provide detailed and meaningful projections that can be used by decision-makers. The
terms climate “parameter” and “index” have different interpretations in climate science
and impact science. For the purpose of this study:
 Parameter will be used to refer to direct output from models such as temperature,
precipitation, snow, and wind.
 Index will be used to refer to calculations that are based on parameters, such as
“number of freeze-thaw cycles”.
There are many types of indices, such as duration, threshold-based, minimum,
maximum, or extreme values. Some indices require a combination of parameters, such
as humidex which involves both humidity and temperature. A full list of indices
generated in this study is presented in Section 1.8.
Selection of Indices
The selection of climate indices depends on both the specific targeted needs of
stakeholders as well as the underlying climate science. In order for the study to be both
highly informative and simple to use, climate indices must be impact-driven and
established through consultation with the end-users in a broad range of sectors.
A working list of parameters and indices that could be used by stakeholders for future
risk and vulnerability assessments was developed based on staff interviews, in-person
meetings with select end-users, and input from the Project Partners based on their
knowledge of the needs of the NCC and City of Ottawa.
Once the preliminary list of indices was developed, a half-day workshop was held on
July 9th, 2019 to gather input from a broader group of internal stakeholders and refine
the list of proposed indices. Over 60 people participated in the workshop, largely staff
from the NCC and City of Ottawa, as well as representation from the Ville de Gatineau
and three Ontario Conservation Authorities. The workshop included a series of
presentations on climate change projections and indices, followed by group discussions
based on the following sectors:
 Water Services;
 Health and Safety;
 Buildings, Real Estate and Planning;
 Transportation;
 Natural Assets, Tourism and Recreation.
The purpose of these breakout groups was to identify climate processes and impacts
relevant to their sector and identify indices that would be useful to them in future risk
and vulnerability assessments. The final list of indices included in the study was based
on an understanding of the needs of the stakeholders and input from the Project
Partners.
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Computation of Climate Indices and Projections
The ensemble approach was used in the study, so climate indices were computed for
each member of the ensemble. Technical details are provided in APPENDIX C –
Methodology.

1.7

Interpreting Model Projections

Proper application of the data presented within this report requires the interpretation
of results and characterization of uncertainty. There are many sources of uncertainty,
from GHG emission scenario uncertainty to model uncertainty, and natural variability
(Refer to APPENDIX A - Climate Modelling Background, Section A3). The dominant
uncertainty depends on the timescale and the parameter or index. Model results are
presented for moderate and high GHG emission scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5
respectively), through an ensemble model approach, with the data spread and median
presented on graphs and plots (Refer to APPENDIX B - Guidelines to Reading and
Interpreting the Plots).
Section 2 includes scientific plots, maps and interpretation for key climate indices.
Recommendations for how to deal with uncertainty for future climate change
assessments as well as the most prominent climate impacts on key sectors are
presented in Chapter 3. APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices includes scientific data and
plots for the full list of climate indices generated in the study. Numerical results for all
indices are available in APPENDIX G – Tables of Climate Indices in a tabular format. More
details on the methodology are available in APPENDIX C – Methodology.

1.8

List of Climate Indices

This study provides projections for 178 climate indices. The following tables include
index definitions, units, and where in the report each index is discussed. A similar table
can be found in APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices, which also includes the formulas
for each index.
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Table 1.3:

List of Temperature Indices

Type of
Index

Maxima
and
Minima

Unit

In-Text

App. F
Plots

App. G
Tables

Warmest Temperature of the Year

°C

2.3.3

F1

G1

Coldest Temperature of the Year

°C

F1

G1

Warmest Monthly Temperature

°C

F1

G1

Monthly Min. of Daily Max. Temperature

°C

G1

Monthly Max. of Daily Min. Temperature

°C

G1

Index Name

Coldest Monthly Temperature

°C

2.3.2

F1

Number of Hot Days (Daily Max. Temperature > 30°C)

# days/year

2.3.3

F1

G1

Number of Tropical Nights (Daily. Min Temperature > 20°C)

# days/year

F1

G1

Number of Deep Freeze Events (Daily Min. Temperature < -10°C)

# days/year

F1

G1

Number of Days Daily Max. Temperature < -34, -5, 0, or > 0, 5, 10, 15,

Thresholds
20, 25, 35°C
and Ranges
Number of Days Daily Min. Temperature < -34, -28, -20, -15, -5, 0°C

Number of Days Daily Max. Temperature is between -20– -10, -10–0,
0–5, 4–10, 10–15, 15–20, 20–25, 18–34, 26–29, 22–30°C

TEMPERATURE

# days/season

G1

# days/season

G1

°C
°C

Seasonal Average Temperature

°C
°C

G1
2.3.1
2.3.1

F1

G1

F1

G1

F1

G1

Growing Season Length

# days/year

F1

G1

Frost Season Length

# days/year

F1

G1

# days/year

G1

units

G1

day

F1

G1

Timing of First Fall Frost

day

2.3.4

F1

G1

Timing of Last Spring Frost

day

2.3.4

F1

G1

Timing of Warmest Month

month

F1

G1

Timing of Coldest Month

month

F1

G1

Winter Melt Winter Melting Episode
and Freeze- Annual Freeze-Thaw Cycles

# days/season

G1

# days/year

Seasonal Freeze-Thaw Cycles

# days/season

Frequency of Warm Spells (Max. Temperature > 32°C for 3 Days)

# periods/year

Frequency of Warm Spells (Max. Temperature > 31°C and Min.
Warm and Temperature > 20°C, for 2 Days)
Cold Spells Frequency of Warm Spells (Max. Temperature > 31°C and Min.
Temperature > 20°C)
Frequency of Cold Spells (Max. Temperature ≤ -10°C for 5 Days)

Design

G1

Annual Average Temperature

Averages,
Potato Growing Season Length
Timing and
Corn Heat Units
Seasons
Timing of Tulip Emergence and Blooming

thaw

# days/season

Seasonal Temperature Range

Monthly Average Temperature

2.3.2

G1

# periods/year

2.3.5

F1

G1

F1

G1
G1

2.3.3

F1

# days/year

G1
G1

# periods/year

F1

G1

Heating Degree Days

°C days

F1

G1

Freezing Degree Days

°C days

Above Freezing Degree Days

°C days

Cooling Degree Days (18°C)

°C days

Winter Melting Degree Days

°C days

G1

January 2.5% Design Temperature Approximation

°C

G1

July 2.5% Design Temperature Approximation

°C

G1

G1
G1
F1

G1
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Table 1.4:

List of Precipitation, Humidity, and Wind Indices

Type of
Index
Totals

PRECIPITATION

Return
Periods

Maxima

Unit

In-Text

App. F
Plots

App. G
Tables

Annual Total Precipitation

mm

2.4.1

F2

G2

Monthly Total Precipitation

mm

2.4.1

F2

G2

1 in 100 Year 1-Day Precipitation

mm

2.4.3

F2

G2

1 in 2, 5, 20, 50, 350 Year 1-Day Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

1 in 100, 350 Year (2-Day, 5-Day) Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

1 in 50 Year Hourly Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

1 in 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 Year (1, 3, 6, 12 -Hourly) Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

Annual Max. 1-Day Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

Annual Max. (2-Day, 5-Day) Precipitation

mm

F2

G2

Monthly Max. 1-Day Precipitation

mm

2.4.3

F2

G2

Monthly Max. (2-Day, 5-Day) Precipitation

mm
# days/year

2.4.3

F2

G2

# Days

2.4.3

# days/year

F2

G2

# periods/year

F2

G2

Index Name

Number of Days Precipitation > 20 mm
Monthly Number of Days Precip > 10 mm

Thresholds Number of Days Precipitation > 1, 10, 25, 50 mm
Number of 2-Day Precipitation > 50 mm
Number of Hours Precipitation > 25, 50 mm

Wet and
Dry Spells
Timing

PRECIPITATION (SNOW)

Depth
Duration

HUM. /WIND

Timing

Monthly
Extremes
Averages

G2
G2

# hours/year

G2

# days

F2

G2

Max. Length of Wet Spell

# days

F2

G2

Timing of Wettest Month

month

Timing of Dryest Month

month

Totals and
Monthly Total Snowfall
Maxima
Annual Max. 1-Day Snowfall

Snow

2.4.3

Max. Length of Dry Spell

Annual Total Snowfall

Thresholds

2.4.3

G2
G2

cm

2.4.4

F2

G2

cm

2.4.4

F2

G2

cm/day

2.4.6

F2

G2

Number of Days with Snowfall

# days/year

2.4.5

F2

G2

Number of Days with Snowfall ≥ 10 cm/day

# days/year

F2

G2

F2

G2

F2

G2

F2

G2

F2

G2

Annual Max. Snow Depth

cm

Number of Days with Snow Depth > 8, 21 cm

2.4.6

# days/year

Annual Max. 3-Day and 7-Day Snow Melt Water Equivalent
Number of Days with Snow Cover

mm
# days/year

2.4.5

Duration From First to Last Day of Snow

# days

F2

G2

Timing of Month with Max. Snowfall

month

F2

G2

Timing of Month with Max. Snow Depth

month

F2

G2

Timing of First Snowfall

day

2.4.5

F2

G2

Timing of Last Snowfall

day

2.4.5

F2

G2

Timing of Max. 3-Day Snow Melt Water Equivalent

day

F2

G2

Monthly Average Wind Speed

m/s

F3

G3

1 in 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 Year 3-Hourly Wind Speed

m/s

F3

G3

Number of Hours Wind Speed > 10, 20, 40 km/hr

# hours/year

Monthly Average Relative Humidity at the Time of Max. Daily
Temperature

%

2.5.1

G3
2.6.1

F4

G4
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Table 1.5:

List of Indices for Other Parameters

Type of
Index

Index Name

Unit

Snowfall Approximation (Based on Precipitation and Temperature)

COMBINED

Winter Rain Approximation (Based on Precipitation From Dec.–Feb.
Winter
and Temperature)
Precipitatio
Max. 3-Day Sum of Snow Melt and Precipitation
n & Melt
Winter Rain > 10 mm and Freezing

mm

G5

mm

G5

mm

F5

G5

Snow Melt Water Equivalent > 10 mm and Freezing

# days/year

G5

Winds > 20 km/hr and Winter Precipitation > 1 mm

# days/year

Number of Periods Humidex > 40°C for 2 Days

Summer
Number of Periods Humidex > 30, 35°C for 2 Days
Conditions
& Drought Number of Days Chandler Burning Index (Fire Index) > 75, 90
Water Scarcity Approximation (Based on Precipitation and
Temperature)

EXTREME & OTHER

App. G
Tables

G5

Number of Days Humidex > 30, 35, 40°C

Other

App. F
Plots

# days/year

Comb. with
Number of Days Wind Chill is between -35°C and -25°C
Winds
Number of Days Wind > 10, 20 km/hr and Snowfall > 1, 5 cm

Extreme
Events

In-Text

# days/year

G5
F5

G5

# days/year

F5

G5

# days/year

F5

G5

F5

G5

F5

G5

# periods/year

2.5.1

2.6.2

# periods/year
# days/year

G5

# days/year

G5

Freezing Rain & Ice Storms

NA

2.8.1

Extreme Snow & Blizzards

NA

2.8.2

Extreme Winds & Gusts

NA

2.8.3

Tornadoes

NA

2.8.4

Hurricanes

NA

2.8.5

Lightning

NA

2.8.6

Evapotranspiration, Drought, & Wildfire

NA

2.8.7

Air Quality

NA

2.8.8

Acid Rain

NA

2.8.9

Shorwave Radiation (UV)

NA

2.8.10
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Chapter 2

Results

This chapter presents the main results of the climate projections analysis. Historical trends are
summarized in Section 2.1. Key findings from the future projections are summarized in Section
2.2. Temperature and precipitation are the two most typical climate model parameters; hence, a
larger ensemble of climate models is available for these and they are presented first. Snow, wind,
and humidity are presented subsequently, as well as projections for combined parameters (e.g.,
humidex based on temperature and humidity) because a smaller ensemble of climate models is
available for these projections. Qualitative projections based on literature reviews are then
provided for extreme events and other climate phenomena such as freezing rain and ice storms;
extreme snow and blizzards; extreme winds and gusts; tornadoes; hurricanes; lightning;
evapotranspiration, drought and wildfire; air quality; acid rain; and shortwave radiation. Lastly,
the findings of this project are compared to those of other studies of climate projections in the
NCR.
The indices presented and plotted in this chapter were selected to show the main results.
Additional plots and additional indices are available in APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices.
Numerical results for all indices are available in APPENDIX G – Tables of Climate Indices in a
tabular format.
Since different data sources were used for different climate parameters, the interpretation of
the projections and the uncertainty for different parameters and indices varies. For example,
the snow projections represent “snow that falls over the entire study area”, whereas the
precipitation projections represent “precipitation that falls over a 10 km x 10 km area”. These
types of distinctions in how to interpret the projections are explained throughout the text.
Other tips on how to read and interpret the various types of plots presented in this Chapter
are available in APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the Plots. For example, timeseries plots differ from other plots because they show year-to-year variations, while box plots
and monthly plots show average projections over 30-year time slices. Tips on plot reading are
also available throughout the text.
The reader is directed to the following appendices for supplementary materials:
 APPENDIX A – Climate Modelling Background
 APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the Plots
 APPENDIX C – Methodology
 APPENDIX D – Technical Review of Methods for Projections for Extreme Precipitation
 APPENDIX E – References
 APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices
 APPENDIX G – Tables of Climate Indices
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2.1

Historical Observations

Analyses of climate station data in the NCR are consistent with regional findings in indicating an
increase in average temperature and total precipitation over the historical record. According to
Canada’s Changing Climate Report (NRCan 2019), it is virtually certain that Canada’s climate has
warmed, and significant increases in precipitation have been experienced in parts of southern
Canada (Zhang et al. 2019). Analyses of climate station data in the NCR also reveal that
variability from year to year is high, with some years being much warmer (and/or wetter) than
others.
2.1.1

Sources of Information

Information on the historical climate in the NCR was obtained from:
 A targeted analysis of several climate station records from Environment and Climate
Change Canada (ECCC). Trends in a few major indices (minimum, mean, and maximum
temperatures, total precipitation, and maximum 1-day precipitation) were explored on
both seasonal and annual timescales.
 A City of Ottawa report from 2011 (“Characterization of Ottawa’s Watersheds”) which
presents plots of data from the Canadian Department of Agriculture Experimental Farm
climate station.
 A study by Mudryk et al. (2018) on observed and future (modelled) trends for snow across
Canada.
Some pre-processing was necessary for the ECCC climate station data. It was found that the
inclusion of years missing values, and the length of record chosen for analysis, both impacted
the magnitude of the trends. Therefore, several thresholds for data completeness and length
were tested. It is cautioned that while general trends are shown in this section, a systematic
analysis of historical information was not performed. For instance, the change over time or
between stations could be partly due to a combination of factors, including but not limited to:
 Differences over time in measurement methods/instrumentation;
 Station climate influenced by local factors such as land use.
Therefore, the trends should be interpreted as general indications of past changes.
Nonetheless, the analyses were sufficient to illustrate that temperature and precipitation have
increased in the NCR during the 20th century.
2.1.2

Average Temperature has Increased

ECCC climate station data show an increase in annual average daily mean temperature. This
positive trend is shown for four climate stations in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. The rate of
increase of average annual daily temperature at the Canadian Department of Agriculture
Experimental Farm between the mid-1940s and the mid-2010s is approximately 1.3°C (City of
Ottawa 2011).
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Winter increase in temperature for the four climate stations is also shown. The winter rate of
increase at the Canadian Department of Agriculture Experimental Farm was 2⁰C between the
mid-1940s and the mid-2010s (City of Ottawa 2011).

Figure 2.1:

Observed Trends in Annual Average of Daily Mean Temperature for the NCR
(ECCC Climate Stations)

Figure 2.2:

Observed Trends in Winter Average of Daily Mean Temperature for the NCR
(ECCC Climate Stations)
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2.1.3

Total Precipitation has Increased

ECCC climate station data show a general increase in total annual precipitation for the four
climate stations, as well as high year-to-year variability (Figure 2.3). Correspondingly, the City of
Ottawa (2011) reports that at the Experimental Farm, the increase in total annual precipitation
since the 1920s has been concentrated during the fall and spring. It is noted that the City of
Ottawa (2011) did not detect trends in intense precipitation at the Canadian Department of
Agriculture Experimental Farm (annual maximum 1-day precipitation; Figure 2.4). However, the
Macdonald-Cartier International Airport climate station has recorded a decrease in the
intensity of storms less than 6 hours since 1967 (City of Ottawa Water Resources Group, pers.
comm.; historical data analysis was not conducted as part of this project). It is not appropriate
to extrapolate from these hourly historical trends to obtain future projections (see Section
2.1.4).

Figure 2.3:

Observed Trends in Annual Total Precipitation (ECCC Climate Stations)
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Figure 2.4:

Annual Maximum 1-Day Precipitation based on Experimental Farm Climate
Station (City of Ottawa, 2011)

In terms of historical trends of snow accumulation, Mudryk et al. (2018) suggest a decrease in
maximum snow water equivalent from 1981-2010 (Figure 2.5). It is noted that this finding is
based on one gridded dataset and that findings may differ depending on the source of
information.

Figure 2.5:

Observed Trends in Snow Water Equivalent, CANGRID Dataset 1981-2015
(Mudryk et al. 2018)
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2.1.4

Models vs. Observations

Models can be used to investigate the future climate; observed trends cannot. This is because the
climate system behaves non-linearly (for example, a trend may change once a certain threshold is
crossed). Extrapolation of observed trends can only be done in certain situations, over short
timescales, when the cause of the trend is well understood. In this context, extrapolation is
sometimes cautiously used when there are no other sources of information available.
Model projections need to be compared against observations before they can be used in
order to remove model biases. Therefore:
 The model projections for precipitation and temperature, which were provided by the
Canadian Center for Climate Services, are bias-corrected using NRCan gridded historical
observations. The bias correction was done by the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium
(PCIC) prior to this project.
 The model projections for other parameters (snow, wind, humidity) were bias-corrected as
part of this project using climate station data from the Ottawa Airport (see APPENDIX C –
Methodology).
In other words, the modelling datasets have been compared with historical data as part of the
data processing, and the focus of the remainder of the report is on the use of the model
projections.

2.2

Key Findings

The following key findings summarize the most important climate projections and findings
obtained as part of this project, with more details in subsequent sections. These values
represent an “average year” (since they are averaged over 30-year time slices) and the median
of the ensemble of models.
In this report, the two values reported for each index (e.g., 5-8°C) are not ranges;
they represent the mean values for the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5)
emission scenarios. When a decrease is projected, such as for the amount of
snow, the second value will be lower than the first value.
Temperature Projections:
 Increase in Average Temperatures (all Seasons) – The average annual temperature is
projected to increase from approximately 6.1°C in the baseline to approximately 7.5-7.9°C
in the 2030s, 8.2-9.3°C in the 2050s, and 8.8-11.4°C in the 2080s. No single season is
projected to warm significantly faster than the others.
 Less Cold Extremes – Cold extremes are expected to decrease in intensity and frequency.
The number of days per year where the daily minimum temperature is less than -10°C
(“Deep Freeze Events”) is projected to decrease from approximately 71 days in the baseline
to approximately 59-57 days in the 2030s, 53-46 days in the 2050s and 48-28 days in the
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2080s. Although these projections are for an extreme index, they represent an “average
year” since they are averaged over 30-year time slices.
More Warm Extremes – There will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of hightemperature extremes. In the baseline, the NCR experienced approximately 11 days that
reached 30°C (“Hot Days”) per year. Models project an increase to approximately 25-28
days in the 2030s, 32-43 days in the 2050s and 36-72 days in the 2080s. That is twice as
many hot days in the 2030s, 3-4 times as many in the 2050s, and 3-6 times as many in the
2080s.
Change in Seasonal Characteristics – The first day of fall frost is projected to occur
approximately 1-2 weeks later by the 2030s, 2-3 weeks later by the 2050s, and 3-4 weeks
later by the 2080s compared to the baseline. The last day of spring frost is projected to
occur approximately 1-2 weeks earlier in the 2030s and 2050s, and 2-4 weeks earlier in the
2080s.
Shift in Freeze-Thaw Cycles – Models project that winter temperatures will hover around
0°C more frequently in the future. Therefore winter freeze-thaw cycles (December–
February) are projected to increase, whereas freeze-thaw cycles that occur during spring
(March–May) and fall (September–November) are projected to decrease as temperatures
warm.

Precipitation Projections:
 Increase in Total Precipitation (Except Summer) – The annual total precipitation in the NCR
is expected to increase from approximately 921 mm/year in the baseline to approximately
949-968 mm in the 2030s, 979-993 mm in the 2050s and 983-1028 mm in the 2080s.
Increases will be concentrated in the winter and shoulder seasons with no increases
projected for June–September.
 No change in Frequency of Wet Days – Although the annual total precipitation is increasing,
precipitation is projected to be concentrated within the same number of wet days (where
precipitation > 1 mm) that occurred in the baseline.
 More Intense Precipitation – The annual maximum precipitation that falls in one day is
expected to increase from approximately 37 mm in the baseline to 39-39 mm in the 2030s,
41-42 mm in the 2050s and 41-44 mm in the 2080s. The increase in precipitation is
consistent with a greater amount of total precipitation falling in the same number of wet
days (see above). Extreme precipitation is projected to increase for multiple durations (subdaily, daily, and multi-day precipitation events). These projections represent an “average
year” (since they are averaged over 30-year time slices), for a 10 km x 10 km area.
 Decrease in Total Snowfall – The annual total snowfall is projected to decrease from
approximately 223 cm in the baseline to 193-201 cm in the 2030s, 184-179 cm in the
2050s and 154-124 cm in the 2080s. This represents a decrease of 31-44% by the 2080s.
Due to year-to-year variability, values similar to the baseline are still possible past midcentury.
 Shorter Snow Season – The timing of the first snowfall is projected to be later in the year,
and the timing of last snowfall earlier. As a result (and due to increasing temperatures), the
number of days with snow cover is projected to decrease from approximately 115 in the
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baseline to approximately 95-94 days in the 2030s, 90-72 days in the 2050s and 78-43
days in the 2080s.
High Variability in Extreme Snow – Projections suggest a decrease in the maximum snow
depth and mixed findings for the maximum 1-day snowfall. Average projections suggest
that annual maximum 1-day snowfall (averaged across the study area) will change from
approximately 20 cm in the baseline to 21-20 cm in the 2030s, 22-20 cm in the 2050s and
20-16 cm in the 2080s. There is a decrease by the 2080s for the high emission scenario
(RCP 8.5) but not for the moderate emission scenario (RCP 4.5). These projections
represent total snow falling over the study area during an “average year” (since they are
averaged over 30-year time slices). Due to year-to-year variability, values similar or higher
than the baseline are still possible past mid-century.

Wind Projections:
 No Detectable Trends in Averages – Projections for monthly average wind speed show little
to no change. However, only two RCMs with wind projections were available for this study,
which reduces the confidence in the findings.
 Reduced Wind Chill – Due to warming temperatures, models project that the number of
days with wind chill between -35°C and -25°C will decrease from approximately 17 days in
the baseline to 11-8 days in the 2030s, 6-5 days in the 2050s and 5-1 days in the 2080s.
These values represent an “average year” (since they are averaged over 30-year time slices).
Humidity Projections:
 No Detectable Trends in Averages – The projections for daily humidity (occurring during the
time of the day that is the warmest) do not show trends. It is noted that projections for
humidity (like those for snow and wind) have fewer models available than projections for
temperature and precipitation, and hence have lower confidence.
 Increase in Humidex – The number of instances with 2 days of humidex > 40 (an important
index for public health) is expected to increase from approximately 1 instance in the baseline
to 4-4 instances in the 2030s, 5-6 instances in the 2050s, and 6-9 instances in the 2080s. This
is an increase of 5-8 instances within a century.
Extreme Events and Other Phenomena
 Freezing Rain and Ice Storms – A possible increase of freezing rain during the coldest
months is anticipated due to the higher frequency of conditions around 0°C. A decrease or
no change is projected during the transition seasons.
 Extreme Snow and Blizzards – Models generally project a decrease in average snowfall, but
high year-to-year variability makes it difficult to project changes in extremes.
 Extreme Wind and Gusts – Increases are possible; however, the supporting literature and
models remain inconclusive at this time.
 Tornadoes – It is uncertain whether tornado occurrence will change with climate; however,
climate change is projected to favour the atmospheric conditions that support their
formation.
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Hurricanes – The amount of precipitation produced by hurricanes, and the intensities of
hurricanes will likely increase on average. Furthermore, the latitude of maximum intensity
appears to be moving north, which would increase the NCR’s exposure.
Lightning – There is no scientific consensus on how the frequency and intensity of lightning
will be impacted by climate change, although increases in convection activity would suggest
a possible increase.
Wildfires – It is predicted that the fire season will lengthen and that the number and extent
of wildfires will increase, especially in boreal forest types.
Air Quality – It is possible that climate warming could worsen some aspects of air quality;
however, there is not enough information to data to draw conclusions.

A simplified summary of projections for the high carbon emission scenario RCP 8.5 is provided
in the following table.

More certainty
Less certainty

Summary of Future Climate in Canada’s Capital Region
What to expect*
2030s
2050s
2080s
Temperature
Average temperature ↑ 1.8°C
↑ 3.2°C
↑ 5.3°C
Very hot days
2.5 times more
4 times more
6.5 times more
(above 30°C)
Very cold days
20% less
35% less
65% less
(below -10°C)
Seasons
Winters shorter by
4 weeks
5 weeks
8 weeks
Springs earlier by
2 weeks
2 weeks
4 weeks
Winter freeze-thaw
↑ 15%
↑ 35%
↑ 55%
Precipitation
Fall-winter-spring
↑ 5%
↑ 8%
↑ 12%
precipitation
Intense precipitation ↑ 5%
↑ 15%
↑ 20%
Snowfall
↓ 10%
↓ 20%
↓ 45%
Extreme Events
Possible increases in freezing rain
Warming favours conditions conducive to storms, wildfires
* For high emission
More certainty
Less certainty
Scenario RCP 8.5
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2.3

Temperature Projections

The climate in the NCR is warming. While this may have some benefits, it will have
consequences in many sectors and requires careful consideration as to which aspects of the
climate are projected to change, and how quickly. The warming is projected to manifest as an
increase in average temperatures that is relatively constant throughout the year. Therefore, it
is projected that January and February will continue to be the coldest months of the year, and
July will continue to be the warmest month of the year. In addition to changes in averages, the
warming in the NCR is projected to bring a decrease in cold extremes and an increase in hot
extremes, as well as a shift in seasonal characteristics and in the timing of freeze-thaw cycles.
The main cause of the warming is the modification of the energy balance of the earth at
different scales. Temperature changes are usually affected by processes that cover a larger
area (compared to precipitation). This means that temperature-based indices are typically
modelled with higher confidence by climate models with large grid cells (IPCC 2013).
The results presented below are averaged across the project area. Maps for some
temperature-based indices (i.e., showing limited variation in projections across the project
area) are presented in Section 2.7.
In this report, the two values reported for each index (e.g., 5-8°C) are not ranges;
they represent the mean values for the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5)
emission scenarios. When a decrease is projected, such as for the amount of
snow, the second value will be lower than the first value.
2.3.1

Increase in Average Temperature (All Seasons)

The average annual temperature (Figure 2.6) is an important index for the NCR because it
summarizes the overall degree of warming that is projected. Overall warming will have impacts
across most sectors. The average annual temperature in the NCR is expected to increase from
approximately 6.1°C in the baseline to approximately 7.5-7.9°C in the 2030s, 8.2-9.3°C in the
2050s, and 8.8-11.4°C in the 2080s. This is a substantial increase of 2.7-5.3°C in less than a
century.
The values quoted here are the average conditions over 30-year time slices. Any given year
could have average annual temperatures that are higher or lower than these 30-year averages,
due to year-to-year variability in the climate. The year-to-year variability is visible (in part) from
the ups and downs of the bold lines in the time-series below (although this line is the average
of many models and is a smoothed version of the actual variability). The range between the
10th and 90th percentiles of the model ensemble (calculated for each year) is shown in the
shaded colours. For more information please see APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and
Interpreting the Plots.
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Figure 2.6:

Annual Average Temperature

Interestingly, the increase in temperatures in the NCR is projected to be relatively constant
throughout the year (no single season is projected to warm significantly faster than the others).
The plot of monthly average temperatures (Figure 2.7) shows that relatively similar increases in
average temperatures are projected for each month (the lines are parallel). This figure only
shows the median of the ensemble of statistically downscaled GCMs, and therefore does not
give a measure of uncertainty (see APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices for the 10th and 90th
percentiles of the model ensemble). From this plot, it can also be read that by the 2080s,
January average temperatures (blue star) will be approximately that which March average
temperatures (red star) would have been during the baseline. Tips on the interpretation of
these monthly plots are available in APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the
Plots.
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Figure 2.7:
Monthly Average Temperature (Only Median is Shown).
Blue star shows January average temperatures (2080s) and red star shows March average
temperatures (baseline).
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Consistent with warming projected to be fairly constant throughout the year, the timing of the
coldest month and timing of the warmest month are projected to remain the same as during
the baseline (January/February will continue to be the coldest months, and July will continue to
be the warmest month). These indices are calculated as the month that the greatest number
of statistically downscaled GCMs indicate it as the coldest/warmest in each 30-year timeframe.
2.3.2

Less Cold Extremes

All models project daytime high and nighttime low temperatures to rise, but nighttime lows are
projected to rise faster. Hence, a decrease in the frequency and intensity of cold extremes, in
particular for nighttime lows, are expected. Changing cold extremes have implications for a
number of sectors, including but not limited to the Rideau Canal Skateway, the killing of
invasive tree pests, and emergency management services.
One approach for investigating cold extremes is to calculate the coldest monthly temperature,
which is defined as the minimum nighttime low of a given month. In the baseline, the coldest
monthly temperature for January (Figure 2.8) was on average approximately -30.0°C. The
ensemble of statistically downscaled GCMs projects new values of approximately -26.9 - -26.2°C
in the 2030s, -25.2 - -22.9°C in the 2050s and -23.4 - -18.2°C in the 2080s. This is an increase of
approximately 6.6-11.8°C by the 2080s. Note that these values do not represent the coldest
temperatures that could be experienced in January, but rather the conditions of an “average
year” (since they are calculated over 30-year time slices). Hence, this index helps describe the
projected “new normal” for the coldest temperature experienced in January in the NCR.

Figure 2.8:

Coldest Monthly Temperature – January
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Not only are cold temperature extremes projected to be less severe, but they are also projected
to be less frequent on average. While the Coldest Monthly Temperature is an index that depicts
the severity of cold extremes, the frequency can be depicted by using an index of exceedance
over a threshold. For example, the number of days where the daily minimum temperature is less
than -10°C (“Deep Freeze Events”; Figure 2.9) is projected to decrease from approximately 71
days per year in the baseline to approximately 59-57 days in the 2030s, 53-46 days in the 2050s
and 48-28 days in the 2080s.
These findings are represented in the box plots below. To create these box plots, the models
are first averaged over the 30-year time slices. The average of these values is then shown in the
dark line in the center of the box, representing the middle-of-the-range projection for 30-year
average conditions. The box and whiskers (lines extending from the box) show the variability
between the models and can be interpreted as the uncertainty in the projections; the longer
the whisker, the greater the uncertainty (see APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and
Interpreting the Plots).

Figure 2.9:
2.3.3

Number of Deep Freeze Events (Daily Min. Temp. < -10°C)

More Warm Extremes

Whereas cold extremes are expected to decrease in intensity and frequency, warm extremes
are expected to increase in intensity and frequency. One index of warm extremes is the warmest
temperature of the year (Figure 2.10), which is defined as the highest daytime temperature
experienced during any month (usually it would be experienced during the summer months).
The warmest temperature of the year is projected to increase from approximately 33.5°C in the
baseline to approximately 35.3-35.6°C in the 2030s, 36.2-37.1°C in the 2050s and 36.7-39.7°C
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in the 2080s. This is an increase of approximately 3.2-6.2°C by the 2080s. As described above,
these values represent the conditions of an “average year“, during the 30-year time slices.

Figure 2.10:

Warmest Temperature of the Year

Not only are warm extremes projected to get hotter, but they are also projected to get more
frequent. The number of hot days and the number of warm spells are indices that assess the
frequency of hot extremes. In the baseline, the NCR experienced approximately 11 days that
reach 30°C days per year (“Hot Days”; Figure 2.11). The number of hot days is projected to
increase to approximately 25-28 days in the 2030s, 32-43 days in the 2050s and 36-72 days in
the 2080s (Figure 2.11). This is a drastic change, with (on average) more than twice as many hot
days in the 2030s, 3-4 times as many in the 2050s, and 3-6 times as many in the 2080s. This
finding has important implications because it represents what is experienced as “summer
heat” in the NCR.
The Frequency of Warm Spells (Figure 2.12) is a multi-day threshold. It is defined as the
number of periods where the maximum daily temperature is >31°C and the minimum daily
temperature is > 20°C for at least two consecutive days. The frequency of warm spells is
negligible in the baseline (for the “average year” based on a 30-year median). However, they are
projected to increase to approximately 1-1 periods in the 2030s, 1-3 periods in the 2050s and
2-6 periods in the 2080s (Figure 2.12). It is noted that the variability between models for this
index is high (as indicated by the width of the shaded regions). This high uncertainty is partly
because it is more difficult to project an index that has a small numerical value (i.e., it is rarer).
Nonetheless, these trends have important implications for the public health sector, and spinoff
implications for other sectors such as recreation and emergency management.
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Figure 2.11:

Figure 2.12:

Number of Hot Days (Daily Max. Temperature > 30°C)

Frequency of Warm Spells (2-Day Max. Temperature > 31°C and Min.
Temperature > 20°C)
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2.3.4

Change in Seasonal Characteristics

The seasons in this study are defined based on months, with winter occurring from December to
February, spring from March to May, summer from June to August, and fall from September to
November. As temperatures change, so will the average characteristics of these seasons. Some
threshold-based indices (such as the timing of the first fall frost) are projected to occur at different
times than they would have occurred historically. Seasonal characteristics have implications for
vegetation (i.e., landscaping, agriculture, and forest management), as well as recreation and
tourism.
The timing of first fall frost (Figure 2.13) is defined as the first day when minimum daily
temperatures < 0°C. For the baseline, frost starts to occur, on average, in late September or
early October. As the century progresses, the first day of fall frost is projected to shift later into
October: approximately 1-2 weeks later by the 2030s, 2-3 weeks later by the 2050s, and 3-4
weeks later by the 2080s. The timing of last spring frost (the last day when minimum daily
temperatures < 0°C; Figure 2.14) is projected to occur approximately 1-2 weeks earlier in the
2030s and 2050s, and 2-4 weeks earlier in the 2080s, compared to the baseline. In other
words, the last day of spring frost is projected to shift from early-May to mid- to late-April.
Frost-free conditions are projected to be the new normal for September and May.

Figure 2.13:

Timing of First Fall Frost
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Figure 2.14:

Timing of Last Spring Frost

Changes in the characteristics of seasons, and timing of temperature changes in the year, are
specifically important for the timing of agricultural activities and landscaping. Additional indices
available in APPENDIX E – Plots of Climate Indices include growing season length (projected
increase), timing of tulip emergence, the timing of tulip blooming, and corn heat units.
2.3.5

Shift in Freeze-Thaw Cycles

Another aspect of seasonal shifts is specific to freeze-thaw cycles. The number of freeze-thaw
cycles is an important index, notably for estimating the impact of weathering on construction
materials and on winter road operations.
Models project that winter temperatures will hover around 0°C more frequently in the future.
Therefore winter freeze-thaw cycles (defined as the number of days where the maximum daily
temperature > 0°C and the minimum daily temperature < 0°C, from December to February;
Figure 2.15) are projected to increase from approximately 24 days in the baseline to
approximately 28-27 days in the 2030s, 30-32 days in the 2050s and 32-37 days in the 2080s.
These values represent “average conditions” across 30-year time slices. A fairly large range of
values is projected for this index (box plots are stretched vertically), which indicates higher
uncertainty associated with this index.
Conversely, the number of freeze-thaw cycles (that occur during spring (March–May) and fall
(September–November) is projected to decrease. As an example, fall freeze-thaw cycles are
projected to decrease from approximately 24 days in the baseline to approximately 19-18 days
in the 2030s, 17-14 days in the 2050s and 16-8 days in the 2080s. This corresponds to a
decrease of approximately 20-25% for the 2030s, 30-40% for the 2050s, and 30-70% for the
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2080s. The annual number of freeze-thaw cycles (incorporating trends from both winter and
shoulder seasons) is projected to decrease overall (not shown here, see APPENDIX F1 – Plots of
Climate Indices).

Figure 2.15:

Figure 2.16:

Seasonal Freeze-Thaw Cycles – Winter

Seasonal Freeze-Thaw Cycles – Fall
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2.4

Precipitation Projections

Precipitation patterns in the NCR are shifting. An increase in total precipitation (which includes
rainfall and snowfall) is expected for the winter and shoulder seasons, with no significant
change in summer. Furthermore, more intense precipitation is projected. Precipitation can be
more challenging to model than temperature, due to the localized nature of the processes
involved (thunderstorms for example). This is why the ensemble of statistically downscaled
GCMs presented here provide a range of possible rates of change; however, they do agree
about the direction of change for most precipitation indices.
The precipitation projections presented in this section are the average of all the 10 km x 10 km
areas within the project area. Maps are also presented in Section 2.7 and APPENDIX F – Plots of
Climate Indices, although no significant spatial variation was found for precipitation indices. In
this project, variation is considered to be significant when variation within the project area is
larger than the spread between the models.
The projections for snow (Sections 2.4.4 – 2.4.6) are derived from the ensemble of RCMs
instead of the statistically downscaled GCMs and are represented with individual lines (instead
of 90th and 10th percentile) and point plots (instead of box plots). There is more uncertainty
associated with these projections because the ensemble is smaller. In addition, the projections
represent the snow that would fall over the entire project area (rather than a 10 km x 10 km
area as for precipitation). This means that values are more representative of the area as a
whole, but this also smooths potential spatial variations in values, especially extremes. The
decrease in total snowfall, in the snow season duration, and in extreme snow projected by the
models is consistent with the scientific understanding that as temperatures increase, more
snow should fall as rain. However, while the trends indicate overall decreases, there is high
year-to-year variability: and seasons with long duration or depth of snow cover or events with
high snowfall could still occur well into the 21st century.
2.4.1

Increase in Total Precipitation (Except Summer)

Total precipitation is the sum of all types of precipitation and includes both rain and snow.
Annual total precipitation has implications for a number of sectors, such as water supply,
forest management, and river and lake water quality. Annual total precipitation demonstrates
how precipitation patterns are projected to change, without differentiating between seasons,
levels of intensity or types of events (e.g., thunderstorm vs. multi-day event). Total annual
precipitation in the NCR is expected to increase from approximately 921 mm/year in the
baseline to approximately 949-968 mm in the 2030s, 979-993 mm in the 2050s and 983-1028
mm in the 2080s.
The values quoted here are the average conditions over 30-year time slices. However, year-toyear variability is high, which means that there could be considerably more precipitation falling
in some years but not others. The year-to-year variability is visible (in part) from the ups and
downs of the bold lines in the time-series below (although this line is the average of many
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models and is a smoothed version of the actual variability). The range between the 10th and
90th percentiles of the model ensemble (for each year) is shaded.

Figure 2.17:

Annual Total Precipitation

When projections for total precipitation are examined on a monthly basis, it is apparent that
the increase in precipitation is projected to be concentrated in the winter and shoulder
seasons with no increases (and in some cases slight decreases) projected for June–September.
Although during the baseline the months June to September received the greatest share of the
total annual precipitation, projections suggest that by the 2080s, these months may be among
those with the smallest share of total annual precipitation. It is cautioned that Figure 2.18
shows only the median of the ensemble of statistically downscaled GCMs and therefore does
not give a measure of uncertainty (see APPENDIX D – Technical Review of Methods for Extreme
Precipitation Projections for the 10th and 90th percentiles of the model ensemble).
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Figure 2.18:

Monthly Total Precipitation (Only Median is Shown)
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2.4.2

No Change in Frequency of Wet Days

The frequency of wet days is an index that represents the number of days when precipitation
occurs. It is defined as the number of days where precipitation is > 1 mm and has implications
for the weathering of roads and buildings, recreation, tourism, and agriculture. The frequency
of wet days in the NCR is not expected to change (not shown here, see APPENDIX F2 - Plots of
Climate Indices).
Since more precipitation is falling in total, but there is no increase in the number of days with
precipitation, it follows that the volume of precipitation on days with precipitation must
increase. This is indeed what is found in the projections (discussed in the next section).
The Maximum Length of Dry spells is a measure of the number of consecutive days where
daily precipitation is < 1 mm. This number does not indicate extreme droughts since it is
averaged over the 30-year period. This is an important index because it represents times when
precipitation does not supply lakes, trees, crops, and forests. The Maximum Length of Wet
spells is defined as the number of consecutive days where daily precipitation > 1 mm. Neither
the maximum length of dry spells nor the maximum length of wet spells are projected to
change (not shown here, see APPENDIX F2 - Plots of Climate Indices). However, it is noted that
the projections show a large range between the 10th and 90th percentiles of the model
ensemble (this is a measure of the uncertainty of these projections), as well as year-to-year
variability. There may still continue to be high inter-annual variability leading to some years
being drier than others.
2.4.3

More Intense Precipitation

The increase in precipitation intensity (the amount of precipitation that falls during a given rain
event) has implications for a number of sectors, for instance, infrastructure (design stormwater
flows) and transportation. The indices below examine precipitation both in terms of frequency
and intensity. Projections are presented here first annually and then broken down by month. It
is noted that these projections are the average of all the 10 km x 10 km grid cells within the
study area; this means that any precipitation occurring at spatial scales smaller than the grid
cell is smoothed.
The number of days with precipitation > 20 mm (an index which measures the frequency of
intense precipitation) is projected to increase from approximately 6 days in the baseline to 7-7
days in the 2030s, 8-8 days in the 2050s and 8-9 days in the 2080s.
These findings are represented in the box plots below. To create these box plots, the models
are first averaged over the 30-year time slices. The average of these values is then shown in
the dark line in the center of the box, representing the middle-of-the-range projection for 30year average conditions. The box and whiskers (lines extending from the box) show the
variability between the models and can be interpreted as the uncertainty in the projections;
the longer the whisker, the greater the uncertainty (see APPENDIX F - Plots of Climate Indices).
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Figure 2.19:

Number of Days Precipitation > 20 mm

In addition, the annual maximum 1-day precipitation (wettest day of the year) is expected to
increase from approximately 37 mm in the baseline to 39-39 mm in the 2030s, 41-42 mm in
the 2050s and 41-44 mm in the 2080s. This represents an 11-19% increase by the 2080s,
compared to the 7-12% increase that is projected for annual total precipitation. In other words,
the projections suggest that 1-day precipitation intensity will increase faster than total
precipitation.

Figure 2.20:

Annual Max. 1-Day Precipitation
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When these projections are broken down by month, it becomes apparent that the increase in
precipitation intensity will be concentrated during the winter and shoulder seasons (i.e.,
October - May).
The number of days with precipitation greater than 10 mm and the maximum daily precipitation
are shown on the monthly plots below. It is cautioned that these figures show only the median
of the ensemble of statistically downscaled GCMs and therefore does not give a measure of
uncertainty (see APPENDIX D – Technical Review of Methods for Extreme Precipitation Projections
for the 10th and 90th percentiles of the model ensemble). Note that the monthly maxima
(Figure 2.22) are smaller than the yearly maxima (Figure 2.20) because the annual maximum is
calculated from values that occur in any month.
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Figure 2.21:

Monthly Number of Days Precipitation > 10 mm (Only Median is Shown)
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Figure 2.22:

Monthly Max. 1-Day Precipitation (Only Median is Shown)
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Extreme Precipitation
In this report, precipitation extremes are defined as having a return period of greater than 1
year. Return periods (e.g., 1 in 50 years) are used to describe the probability of occurrence of
extreme precipitation events. For example, a 1 in 50 year precipitation event has a 2% chance
of occurring each year (1/50 = 0.02). A 1 in 2 year event has a 50% chance of occurring each
year. This chance of occurring is the same for any given year (even if an extreme event
occurred recently). Different return periods of extreme precipitation are commonly used in the
water resources sector, for example for storm sewer design.
Precipitation extremes are particularly challenging to project. Part of the challenge in
projecting precipitation extremes is that important precipitation processes occur at small
scales, which are difficult to represent in models. For instance, convective updraft cores can be
only a few hundred metres to a few kilometres across (Westra et al. 2014). Furthermore, even
some of the larger-scale precipitation processes pose challenges. For instance, models
struggle to resolve the location of jet streams that are also important for precipitation
extremes (Trenberth et al. 2003, O’Gorman et al. 2015).
Therefore, additional analysis was conducted to investigate the strengths and limitations of the
methods used and to compare them with other studies available in the literature. The results
are summarized below, and the details are provided in APPENDIX D – Technical Review of
Methods for Projections of Extreme Precipitation.
Overall Findings
 Despite the high natural variability and challenges with projecting precipitation extremes,
multiple methods show an increase in precipitation intensity for all durations (sub-daily,
daily, and multi-day precipitation events).
 No approach is more reliable or defendable than the others in all situations. Different
schools of thought advocate for different methods, but all methods have their faults. The
high level of uncertainty cannot be avoided, regardless of the method selected.
 Both the PCIC/CCCS daily projections and the Cordex RCM sub-daily projections
underestimate the ECCC Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) value in the historical period.
Table 2.1:
Projections for Extreme Precipitation based on Multiple Methods (2070-2100).
The value provided is the median, with the 10th and 90th percentiles provided in the brack4ets.
Note that the ECCC Baseline value is 116.5 mm.
Daily 1 in 100 (mm)
Hourly 1 in 50 (mm)
Main Limitations
RCP 4.5
RCP 8.5
RCP 4.5
RCP 8.5
GCMs
110 (86-160)
118 (85-185)
N/A
Known to underestimate
RCMs
N/A
38 (36-50)
43 (38-60)
Known to underestimate
IDF-CC
165 (131-188) 183 (137-213) 55 (45-62)
60 (60-71)
Problematic for hourly
Clausius 139 (134-158) 163 (151-185) 58 (55-65)
68 (63-77)
Problematic for hourly
Other
Most suggest an increase
Most suggest an increase
See Appendix D
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Using the Projections
 Considering Projections from Multiple Approaches – Although other indices can be
modelled thorough the use of an ensemble of models (e.g., an ensemble of GCMs or
RCMs), for extreme precipitation it is recommended that projections from several
approaches be considered, with the context of the strengths and limitations of each (see
approaches in APPENDIX D – Technical Review of Methods for Projections of Extreme
Precipitation).
 Projections cannot be ignored – A clear message from the literature is that the high level of
uncertainty does not mean that the information should be ignored (Switzman et al. 2017,
Coulibaly et al. 2016, Charron 2016, CSA 2019). Because of the challenges involved, a
robust estimation of rare extremes must make the best use of available information (Li et
al. 2018, Maraun and Widmann 2018).
 The importance of risk/vulnerability assessments – The extreme precipitation projections
provided cannot be used directly for infrastructure design or a climate adaptation project
without further analysis. A vulnerability/impact assessment and/or risk assessment is
needed to determine which values to use from the range of projections provided (see
Chapter 3).
2.4.4

Decrease in Total Snowfall

Total snowfall is a measure of the cumulative amount of snow that falls during a wintercentered year (i.e., measured from August to July rather than by the calendar year). Changes in
snowfall have implications for a wide range of sectors, including winter recreation, water
resources, and snow clearing operations. Annual total snowfall (Figure 2.23) demonstrates how
snowfall patterns are projected to change, without differentiating between months. A decrease
in annual total snowfall is projected in the NCR, from approximately 223 cm in the baseline to
193-201 cm in the 2030s, 184-179 cm in the 2050s and 154-124 cm in the 2080s. This
represents a decrease of 31-44% by the 2080s.
In this report, the values reported (e.g., 5-8°C) are not ranges; they represent the
mean values for the moderate (RCP 4.5) and high emission (RCP 8.5) scenarios.
When a decrease is projected, such as the amount of snow, the second value will
be lower than the first value.
Note that these values do not represent the highest or lowest possible annual total snowfall,
but rather the conditions of an “average year“ (since they are averaged over the 30-year time
slice). High interannual variability means that some years may experience more snow than
others; values similar to the baseline are still possible past mid-century. The year-to-year
variability is visible from the ups and downs of the lines in the time-series below.
While the temperature and precipitation time-series plots showed the range between the 10th
and 90th of the models (for each year) as shaded colours, the plot below shows each model
projection as a separate line. This is because there are fewer model projections available for
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snow, so for statistical reasons, it is not recommended to calculate percentiles. See APPENDIX
B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the Plots.

Figure 2.23:

Annual Total Snowfall

As shown in the plot of monthly total snowfall (Figure 2.24), snowfall is projected to decrease in
all months, with the greatest absolute decreases projected to occur in the months that
currently have the most snow (December, January, February, and March). Note that a complete
loss of snowfall is projected for April by the 2080s under the high emission scenario (RCP 8.5),
although this doesn’t represent a large decrease in total snow because there wasn’t much
snow in April in the baseline to begin with. It is cautioned that this figure shows only the
median of the ensemble of statistically downscaled RCMs averaged over 30 years and
therefore does not give a measure of uncertainty (see APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices for
the 10th and 90th percentiles of the model ensemble).
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Figure 2.24:

Monthly Total Snowfall (Only Median Shown)
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2.4.5

Shorter Snow Season

There are different ways of measuring the length of the snow season. It could be measured in
terms of the first and last day of snowfall, or in terms of the number of days (not necessarily
consecutive) when snowfall occurs, or that have snow cover on the ground. Each of these
indices, which are presented below, have different implications for different sectors. For
example, the number of days between the first and last days of snowfall may be important for
planning snow clearing operations, whereas the number of days with snow cover may be more
relevant for planning winter recreation. The uncertainty in these projections is visible based on
the range of projections between individual models, as well as from the year-to-year variability.
It is projected that the timing of the snow season will shift. The timing of first snowfall (defined
as the first date in the fall when snowfall ≥1 cm) is projected to occur approximately 1-1 weeks
later in the 2030s, 2-2 weeks later in the 2050s, and 2-3 weeks later in the 2080s compared to
the baseline.

Figure 2.25:

Timing of First Snowfall

The timing of last snowfall (defined as the last date in the spring when snowfall ≥1 cm) is
projected to occur approximately 0-1 weeks earlier in the 2030s, 0-2 weeks earlier in the
2050s, and 1-3 weeks earlier in the 2080s compared to the baseline. As a result, the duration
from the first to the last day of snowfall is projected to decrease (not shown here, see
APPENDIX F2 - Plots of Climate Indices).
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Figure 2.26:

Timing of Last Snowfall

The number of days with snowfall (defined as the number of days where snowfall ≥ 1 cm occurs)
is projected to decrease from approximately 41 days in the baseline to approximately 37-37 days
in the 2030s, 33-32 days in the 2050s and 31-22 days in the 2080s (Figure 2.27). It is cautioned
that these values are 30-year medians and are thus projections for an “average year”.
Changes in snowfall will also translate to changes in snow cover. The number of days with
snow cover is projected to decrease from approximately 115 days in the baseline to
approximately 95-94 days in the 2030s, 90-72 days in the 2050s and 78-43 days in the 2080s
(Figure 2.28).
To create the plots in Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28, the models are first averaged over the 30year time slices. The average of these values is then shown in the dark circles, representing the
middle-of-the-range projection for 30-year average conditions. The hollow circles represent
projections from individual models, and the range between hollow circles can be interpreted
as the uncertainty in the projections. This plot is different from the box plots used to depict
precipitation and temperature because there are fewer model projections available for snow
so for statistical reasons it is not recommended to calculate the percentiles shown in earlier
box plots. See APPENDIX B – Guidelines to Reading and Interpreting the Plots.
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Figure 2.27:

Figure 2.28:

Number of Days with Snowfall

Number of Days with Snow Cover
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2.4.6

High Variability in Extreme Snow

The ensemble average of RCMs projects a decrease in the maximum snow depth, and mixed
findings for the maximum 1-day snowfall. There is high variability between the models, and
some RCMs project an increase in snow extremes. For this reason and because of year-to-year
variability, it is still possible for extreme snowfall or snow depth to occur both now and in the
future. Snow extremes are important because of implications to a number of sectors (e.g.,
snow clearing, emergency management, flooding, water resources). Refer to Section 2.8.2 on
Extreme Snow and Blizzards for additional information from the literature.
Average projections suggest that annual maximum 1-day snowfall (averaged across the study
area) will change from approximately 20 cm in the baseline to 21-20 cm in the 2030s, 22-20 cm
in the 2050s and 20-16 cm in the 2080s. There is a decrease by the 2080s for the high
emission scenario (RCP 8.5) but not for the moderate emission scenario (RCP 4.5). Some
models project similar or greater values than the baseline median in all future time slices.
Furthermore, the findings shown represent maximum snowfall for an “average year” (since they
are calculated from 30-year time slices).

Figure 2.29:

Annual Max. 1-Day Snowfall

Annual maximum snow depth (on the ground, averaged across the study area) is expected to
decrease from approximately 59 cm in the baseline to 48-50 cm in the 2030s, 45-40 cm in the
2050s and 42-29 cm in the 2080s. It is noted that some models project similar or greater
values than the baseline median in the 2030s and 2050s (Figure 2.30). Furthermore, the
findings shown represent maximum snow depth for an “average year” (since they are
calculated from 30-year time slices).
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Figure 2.30:

Annual Max. Snow Depth

Changes in projected snowpack were used as approximations for “melt” (on days when the
snow depth decreased from one day to the next). Several indices based on this proxy for “melt”
are available in the APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices.

2.5

Wind Projections

Wind speed and direction have implications for a number of sectors, including buildings and
other infrastructure, emergency management, air quality, transport of airborne pests, tree
damage etc. Wind contributes to wind chill when combined with cold temperature extremes.
It is cautioned that current climate models have limitations with respect to representing wind
processes properly. The IPCC (2013) states that winds are modelled with “low confidence.” This
is in part because processes impacting winds are complex, with different processes having
contrasting effects. Changes are anticipated to be non-linear. The main processes driving
potential changes in winds include (a) a possible change in the location of regional storm tracks
(e.g., northward movement of extratropical cyclones), (b) the possible displacement of midlatitude westerlies, and (c) the potential increase in localized convection caused by heating of
the ground surface (IPCC 2013).
The plots for wind show much more inter-annual variability than the plots for the previous
parameters. This is because the results average only two models, which reduces the
confidence in the findings. It is also noted that projections represent average values over the
study area. This means that values are more representative of the area as a whole, but that
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potential spatial variations in values are smoothed. The state of knowledge for wind extremes
is addressed separately in Section 2.8.3 on Extreme Winds and Gusts.
2.5.1

No Detectable Trends in Averages

Projections for monthly averaged wind speed show little to no change in the yearly distribution of
average wind speeds in the future (APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices). The projections suggest
no change in average wind speed compared to the baseline (December average wind speed is
shown as an example).
Like for the plots for snow, the plots for wind use lines for individual models rather than
representing the 10th and 90th of the models with a shaded region. This is because there are
only two models available for wind speed.

Figure 2.31:
2.5.2

Monthly Average Wind Speed – December

Reduced Wind Chill

Projections for changes to wind in combination with other parameters were also investigated.
Wind chill is calculated by combining wind speed with cold temperature extremes (see
APPENDIX C – Methodology for details). For instance, the number of days with wind chill that is
between -35 and -25 is projected to decrease from approximately 17 days in the baseline to
11-8 days in the 2030s, 6-5 days in the 2050s and 5-1 days in the 2080s (Figure 2.32). These
values represent an “average year” because they are calculated from the average of 30-year
time slices (as well as averaged over the study area). This drastic drop in the projections is
caused by the rapid change projected for cold extremes.
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Figure 2.32:

2.6

Number of Days Wind Chill is between -25°C and -35°C

Humidity Projections

Humidity is the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere, and it depends on both
temperature and precipitation, as well as other factors that affect evapotranspiration (e.g.,
wind, vegetation, etc.). It is an important parameter because high humidity impairs heat
exchange efficiency by reducing the rate of moisture evaporation from skin surfaces.
Therefore, humidity projections have implications for wildlife ecology as well as the public
health and emergency management sectors.
Humidity has been averaged over the study area. This means that values are more
representative of the area as a whole, but also that any spatial variation in values has been
smoothed (local extremes could be higher than what is shown here). Like for wind and snow,
there are fewer models available for projections of humidity than for projections of
precipitation and temperature. Although humidity (from a public health standpoint) is closely
tied to temperature through humidex, the findings were purposefully presented separately
because of the different sources of data and because the humidity projections have a high
degree of uncertainty.
2.6.1

No Detectable Trends in Averages

No trends were found for monthly average humidity in the NCR. The monthly average humidity
is the average, over each day of the month, of the approximate “relative humidity at the time of
maximum temperature” (details presented in APPENDIX C – Methodology). The plot for the
Monthly Average Humidity in September is shown as an example).
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Figure 2.33:
2.6.2

Monthly Average Relative Humidity at the Time of Max. Daily Temp. – September

Increase in Humidex

High humidity can exacerbate the effects of high temperatures, and thus has implications for
the public health and emergency management sectors. Humidex is an index calculation based
on both temperature and humidity (see details in APPENDIX C – Methodology). An increase in
either temperature or humidity results in an increase of the humidex.
Projections averaged over the NCR show that the number of instances with 2 days of humidex
> 40 is expected to increase from approximately 1 day in the baseline to approximately 4-4
days in the 2030s, 5-6 days in the 2050s, and 6-9 days in the 2080s (Figure 2.34). This is an
increase of 5-8 days within a century.
These values represent an “average year” because they are calculated from the average of 30year time slices (as well as averaged over the study area). The 30-year average projections for
each model are shown as hollow circles. The dark circles are the middle-of-the-range
projections. It is noted that the actual values being projected are small, which makes the
projections more uncertain (depicted in part by the large range between model results).
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Figure 2.34:

2.7

Number of Days Humidex > 40°C for 2 Days

Spatial Variation in the Project Area

The climate projections presented in the previous sections show the spatial mean of the
climate indices over the NCR. Although the NCR is fairly homogenous (i.e., no mountains or
coasts), there is the potential for topography and land use variability (e.g., Gatineau hills, urban
heat island effect, Ottawa River) to cause spatial gradients in the climate index projections.
Spatial variations in the projections could be an important consideration for risk and
vulnerability assessments.
One of the unique aspects of this study is that the indices for temperature and precipitation
were calculated on a 10 km x 10 km grid across the project area, allowing for an investigation
of the potential spatial variation of climate index projections.
When evaluating whether a spatial pattern is significant, it is important to also consider the
spread between the models (as a measure of uncertainty), which increases with the projection
horizon. Therefore, the two types of variation to consider are:
1. Spatial variation (e.g., for the median between models, the difference between the grid cell
with the highest value and grid cell with the lowest value).
2. Model variation (e.g., for one grid cell, the difference between the model with the highest
value and model with the lowest value).
In this project, if the spread between models was found to be much larger than the variation
within the project area, then the variation was not considered to be significant (i.e., no formal
statistical tests were conducted).
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Two types of spatial variation were investigated:
 Spatial variation in the climate (Section 2.7.1) – Investigated for one time slice.
 Spatial variation in the projected changes (Section 2.7.2) – Investigated for a difference
between two time slices.
The main findings are that:
 Although the study area is relatively small (< 100 km between any two grid cells), several
temperature- and precipitation-based indices show spatial variation within one time slice.
The climate is generally colder and wetter to the north (Section 2.7.1).
 Changes are projected to occur at similar rates throughout the study area. An exception is
shown in Section 2.7.2.
2.7.1

Spatial Variation in Baseline Climate Indices

Some of the temperature-based indices show a north-south gradient or a concentric pattern
near the center of the study area. This may be due to regional topography, airflow patterns,
and/or land use (e.g., possibly an urban heat island effect). For example, maps of the coldest
temperature of the year and timing of first fall frost are shown below. These maps depict the
median of the model ensemble for each grid cell, for the baseline. Grid cells shown on the map
are 10 km x 10 km.

Figure 2.35: Sample Maps of Temperature Indices (1981–2010 Baseline Shown).
Left: example of a North-South gradient; Right: example of a concentric gradient.
Several of the precipitation-based indices also show spatial variation across the study area,
generally with higher precipitation values in the north or north-east (Figure 2.36). The indices
that show spatial variation include annual (and some monthly) total precipitation, annual (and
some monthly) extreme indices, some of the threshold indices, and dry and wet spells. Maps of
annual total precipitation and annual maximum 1-day precipitation are shown as examples
below and the full set of plots are in APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices.
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It is difficult to interpret the cause of a consistent gradient across the study area, which could
be due to regional climate influences and more local influences captured by the bias
correction, including topography, water bodies, and land use. Alternatively, gradients could be
due to model “artifacts” (anomalies or errors resulting from the modelling or data processing).
See APPENDIX D – Technical Review of Methods for Extreme Precipitation Projections for more
information on model artifacts.

Figure 2.36:

2.7.2

Sample Maps of Precipitation Indices (1981-2010 Baseline Shown).
Example of a northeast-southeast gradient.

Spatial Variation in Projected Climate Indices

The future changes for most indices are not projected to vary significantly across the study
area. In other words, changes are projected to occur at similar rates throughout the study
area, and the values for the mean over the domain are representative for the entire region.
In practice, this means that the spread between the models is greater than any spatial
gradients (or, the spatial gradients are incoherent and possibly due to model artifacts).
One exception, number of tropical nights, does show spatial variation in projections that is
greater than model variation. The “difference” maps show the difference between the median
of the ensemble at each grid cell. These maps show that:
 The southeast of the NCR is projected to experience a greater increase in the number of
tropical nights (nighttime low > 20°C), compared to the northern part of the NCR (see
Figure 2.37).
 In other words, the difference in the # of days between the projection horizon and baseline
is greater in the southeast.
 It is also noted that the spatial gradient is constant across different timeframes under
moderate emission scenarios (RCP 4.5). However, under the high emission scenario (RCP
8.5), there is more spatial gradient initially (baseline to 2030s) followed by less spatial
gradient (2050s, then 2080s).
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Figure 2.37:

Difference Maps for the Number of Tropical Nights
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2.8

Extreme Events and Other Climate
Phenomena

Some extreme events (such as tornadoes, ice storms, and wildfire) are either not represented
in climate models, or not well represented (for instance due to limitations on the current
understanding of scientific processes, natural variability, or computation capabilities). Many
occur at spatial or temporal scales below the resolution of climate models. Nonetheless, these
events/phenomena have implications for a number of sectors, so it is important to investigate
whether there is an indication of them changing in the future using qualitative methods.
Qualitative projections were gathered based on targeted reviews of both the peer-reviewed
literature (scientific articles) and grey literature (e.g., government reports), with a focus on
studies encompassing the NCR region. In this section, the main outcomes are summarized,
emphasizing what is projected about future trends (where available) as well as a
characterization of uncertainty.
2.8.1

Freezing Rain and Ice Storms

Freezing rain and ice storms can have major impacts on society by causing power outages and
disruptions to transportation networks. Even at low intensities, these events can cause damage
to trees, housing, communication lines, and other infrastructure. Freezing rain forms if liquid
raindrops fall from a warm layer through a layer of cold air (whose temperature is below
freezing) that is too thin for the drops to have time to freeze. Water then freezes on contact
with the surface.
The St. Lawrence River Valley is prone to freezing precipitation because of wind channelling
effects (Carrera et al. 2009). The NCR, located in this corridor, has been hit by several major ice
storms. In December of 1942, Eastern Ontario's Freezing Rain Storm had ice "as thick as a
person's wrist" covering telephone wires, trees and railway tracks (ECCC 2017, “Top Weather 20th
Century”). The 1998 Ice Storm (see Figure 2.38) was a combination of five smaller successive ice
storms and caused massive damage to trees and electrical infrastructure, leading to a shutdown
of activities in the NCR for weeks (Rice 2015).
Projection of freezing rain can be approached from a theoretical standpoint, or through
modelling studies.
From a theoretical standpoint, the increase in water vapour in the atmosphere (see extreme
snow section) is likely to lead to increased intense precipitation including freezing rain under
the right conditions. Furthermore, an increase in freezing rain could occur from an increase in
near-freezing temperatures due to the northern movement of the 0°C temperature boundary
(Lambert and Hansen 2011, Matte et al. 2019), or the location of the jet stream (Francis and
Vavrus 2012).
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A modelling study by
Cheng (2011) used a
technique called
“weather typing” to
downscale regionspecific freezing rain
predictions using
eight GCMs. Klima
and Morgan (2015)
performed an
idealized experiment
using vertical
historical
Figure 2.38: Reach of the 1998 Ice Storm (Rice 2015)
temperature profiles
on which they
applied several warming scenarios. Both studies found a projected increase in freezing rain in
the NCR region during the coldest months, and a decrease or no change during the shoulder
seasons.
In summary, the projected increase in near-freezing temperatures in the NCR would suggest
an increase in freezing rain occurrence. Modelling studies suggest that this is most likely to
occur during the winter, with no change or a decrease during shoulder seasons. It would be
prudent to continue preparing for freezing rain extremes in the future.
2.8.2

Extreme Snow and Blizzards

Extreme accumulation of snowfall affects the environment, flooding, and can pose risks to
human life and property, by causing power outages, disrupting transportation, and impeding
emergency services. According to CBC, on Feb 16, 2018, just over 50 centimetres of snow fell
on Ottawa – setting a new record for the biggest single-day snowfall.
Projection of extreme snow can be approached from a theoretical standpoint, or through
modelling studies. From a theoretical standpoint:
 A warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture, which drives heavier precipitation,
including heavier snowfall if the conditions are right. Therefore, climate change could
theoretically result in higher snowfall extremes.
 However, the theoretical increase in snowfall from increased atmospheric moisture will
likely be moderated by rising surface temperatures, which cause more snow to fall as rain.
Modelling studies project that mean snowfall will decrease throughout North America; extreme
snowfall, however, shows a more inconsistent pattern, with some areas (such as the Arctic)
experiencing increases in the frequency of extreme-snowfall events, but not other areas
(Janoski et al. 2018). A study from 2018 concludes that models do not agree on whether snow
is projected to increase or decrease (Jeong and Shushama 2018).
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Part of the challenge is that snow experiences major year-to-year variability. The inter-annual
variability is partly caused by atmospheric phenomena known as “teleconnections” (e.g., the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation cycle; NOAA 2010).
In summary, although a warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture, more snow is expected
to fall as rain, so it is unclear what the impact will be on snow extremes. Models generally
project a decrease in average snowfall, but high year-to-year variability makes it difficult to
project changes in extremes. It would be prudent to continue to prepare for snow extremes in
the future.
2.8.3

Extreme Winds and Gusts

Extreme winds can cause considerable economic and social costs, including damage to
properties, infrastructure, agriculture, power lines, and trees. Winds are also connected to
many other processes such as evaporation, drought, visibility, aerosols (air pollution), and air
quality.
From a theoretical standpoint, processes impacting winds are complex, with different processes
having contrasting effects. In Ontario, extreme wind events result both from intense synoptic
storms, convective activity, or combinations of both (Cheng et al. 2011). In addition, changes in
driving forces, like temperature gradients, are accompanied by changes in drag forces, like land
use (Wu et al. 2018).
Studies that have tried to quantify climate change impacts on wind gusts have either looked for
trends in past records or have downscaled global or regional climate model projections. A couple
of studies project an increase in wind extremes: in Eastern North America (Klink 2015) and in
Southern Canada, including the NCR (Cheng et al. 2011). Other studies found no change in wind
gusts or even decreases in both mean and extreme winds on land globally (Huryn 2016, Wu et al.
2018).
The lack of a clear trend between these studies may be due to insufficient and/or deficient
observations in Canada (Jeong and Sushama 2018). This is also a challenge for some other
climate parameters, but in the case of winds, the assessment method affects not only the
magnitude of projected changes but also the direction of change (increase or decrease).
In conclusion, we cannot exclude the possibility that the NCR could receive more wind gust
events late this century than has historically been experienced, but there is insufficient
information to confirm this.
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2.8.4

Tornadoes

A tornado is a narrow, violently rotating column of air that extends from the base of a
thunderstorm to the ground. Tornadoes can be extremely damaging and can result in loss of life.
Tornadoes are fresh in the collective memory in the National Capital Region, which has
experienced several tornadoes in 2018 and 2019 (Ottawa Citizen 2019).
Because tornadoes are localized,
short-lived phenomenon, they are
difficult to detect and predict.
Therefore, to understand whether
climate change is impacting
tornadoes, it is necessary to (1)
investigate the observational record,
(2) understand the factors that are
necessary for tornado formation and
how they are predicted to change.
Canada has experienced significant
losses caused by tornado activity,
though to a lesser degree than the
Figure 2.39: View of Tornado from Highway 17
United States. Ontario has averaged
Near the East-Ottawa Neighbourhood of
more than 12 tornadoes each year
Cumberland on June 2, 2019 (CBC News)
for the past three decades, with
most of those touching down in “tornado alley,” an informal name for a corridor of land in
southern Ontario (Sills et al. 2012). The observational records have a number of uncertainties,
such as an overrepresentation of events in populated areas, and a change over time in how
events are rated. Nonetheless, some
studies show some increasing trends
in Ontario (e.g., Cao and Cai 2008). It
is cautioned however that historical
trends should not be directly
extrapolated into the future.
Two factors that are important for
tornado formation are Convective
Available Potential Energy (CAPE),
which provides buoyant energy
needed for developing updrafts,
vertical wind shear (changes in wind
Figure 2.40: Map of Tornadoes from 1972-2009
speed with altitude). Future climate
and Tornado-prone Areas (Sills et al. 2012)
simulations show an increase in days
with high CAPE (because of an
increase of low-level moisture and temperature; Brooks 2013). However, vertical wind shear is
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projected to decrease as the equator-to-pole temperature gradient decreases with climate
change (Brooks 2013).
In summary, the interpretation of how tornadoes will change is open to question; Brooks
(2013) suggests that it is possible that the occurrence of tornadoes will increase in the future,
based on the increasing likelihood of atmospheric conditions favourable for tornadoes.
Communities should consider preparing for the possibility of increased tornado activity.
2.8.5

Hurricanes

Hurricanes and tropical storms are made up of masses of warm, humid tropical air with
high winds and torrential rains. According to the National Hurricane Center (2017), 163
hurricanes have passed over Canada between 1900 and 2014 (see Figure 2.41). Although
many of these storms lose strength as they move over land, areas of central Canada, like
Ontario and Québec, can be affected by gusty winds and torrential rain causing damage.
For example, in 1954, Hurricane Hazel, the
deadliest inland storm of tropical origin in
Canadian history, ripped through southern
Ontario (ECCC 2013). More than 200
millimetres of rain fell in 24 hours in Toronto,
causing unprecedented flooding. More
recently in 2011, the post-tropical storm Irene
had a significant impact on Québec. Irene’s
winds topped 113 km/h east of Québec City
and precipitation amounts approached 170
millimetres in just a few hours.
Figure 2.41: Historical Hurricane Tracks
From a process-based perspective, warmer
(National Hurricane Center 2017)
oceans mean that hurricanes will have more
energy. According to new summaries of the
state of knowledge by NOAA (Knutson et al. 2019), tropical cyclone precipitation and intensities
will likely increase on average. Furthermore, the latitude of maximum intensity in the North
Atlantic appears to be moving north.
In summary, although hurricanes are not the most immediate threat for the NCR, their
future impacts to the region may increase.
2.8.6

Lightning

Lightning is the product of positive and negative charges in clouds making contact with the
positive charges on the ground. Lightning can be deadly and destructive on short timescales
and has important climatic effects on longer timescales (through the production of nitrogen
oxides and forest fire ignition; Huryn et al. 2016). Lightning is affected by land use and land
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cover change, which in turn affect temperature and convection through the “urban heat island
effect”; therefore, the NCR is vulnerable as an urbanized region.
A number of processes may impact future
lightning occurrence:
 Lightning occurs in convective
environments which are also prone to
heavy precipitation, hail, lightning,
tornadoes, violent downdrafts (Huryn
et al. 2016). Therefore, the projected
increase in Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE, discussed in
the tornado section), may result in
conditions favourable to lightning
(Brooks 2013).
Figure 2.42: Lightning from the Storm on
 In addition, it is projected that climate
July 21st, 2010. Taken from 200 Rideau Street
change will allow clouds to have a
(Ottawa Citizen)
larger vertical dimension, a property
known to be strongly correlated with a higher flash rate (Agard and Emanuel 2017).
 Other changes that may impact lightning processes include changes in global circulation
which may alter the location and frequency of large-scale storms (Sillmann et al. 2017),
changes in humidity (Sillmann et al. 2017), frequency and intensity of tropical storms
(especially over warmer oceans), and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation cycle (Yair 2018).
In summary, lightning occurrence could increase under climate change due to an increase in
the conditions favourable to lightning occurrence, and preparations should be made
accordingly. It is noted that there is no scientific consensus at this point as to whether these
processes will actually translate to a change in the frequency and intensity of lightning
occurrence.
2.8.7

Evapotranspiration, Drought and Wildfire

Evapotranspiration – Evapotranspiration is an important parameter for agricultural and
ecological applications. Potential evapotranspiration is a measure of the ability of the atmosphere
to remove water from the surface through the processes of evaporation and transpiration,
assuming no control on water supply. Actual evapotranspiration is the quantity of water that is
actually removed from a surface due to the processes of evaporation and transpiration; it
depends not only on temperature but also on water availability, wind, cloud cover, and other
factors (Girardin et al. 2004).
Evapotranspiration is closely linked to drought because it is a component of the water balance
(and therefore affects drought), and because, in turn, periods of drought result in higher
potential evapotranspiration (atmosphere is able to evaporate) and lower actual
evapotranspiration (less is actually evaporated).
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Drought – A drought is defined as a prolonged period of abnormally dry weather that depletes
water resources for human and environmental needs (MSC Drought Study Group 1986).
Droughts differ from other disasters (e.g., floods) since they have longer durations and lack
easily identified onsets and terminations. Since human activities and ecosystem health are
dependent on adequate, reliable water supplies, droughts pose a serious threat to society and
the environment (Bonsal et al. 2011). Large-area, prolonged droughts have been among
Canada’s costliest natural disasters, and have major impacts on a wide range of sectors
including agriculture, forestry, industry, municipalities, recreation, public health, and aquatic
ecosystems (Bonsal et al. 2011).
Trend analyses indicate that historical drought severity has seen little change in eastern and
central Canada (Girardin et al. 2004). However, in the future, it is generally projected that
increases in temperature and potential evapotranspiration will not be balanced by projected
changes to precipitation (Cook et al. 2014). Hence, climate change is projected to cause drier
conditions in most of Canada (NRCAN 2019).
Wildfire – Short- and long-term droughts influence several aspects of fire regimes such as the
intensity, severity, extent, and frequency of fires. Wildfires occur in the NCR’s green spaces and
can affect nearby communities (e.g., Ottawa Citizen 2016). Climate change drivers that influence
fires include changes to temperature, precipitation (including drought), snowmelt, wind, and
groundwater flow patterns (Littell et al. 2016). These climate drivers can cause changes to
vegetation assemblages (affecting the amount of fuel available to burn), flammability (moisture
state of the soil and vegetation), and disturbances (insect outbreaks and trees uprooted or
broken by wind). The forest water balance is complex (e.g., more or less precipitation can be
intercepted by the canopy; Littell et al. 2016). Seasonal timing and geographic heterogeneity of
changes are also important in terms of the consequences of fires (Stocks et al. 2013).
It is predicted that the fire season will lengthen and that the number and extent of wildfires will
increase, especially in boreal forest types (NRCan 2019). Flannigan et al. (2013) examined the
potential influence of global climate change on fire season severity and length using three GCMs.
Their results suggest that fire seasons will be three times more severe and fire season lengths will
increase by 20 days in the Northern Hemisphere (particularly at high latitudes) by the end of this
century. Wotton et al. (2010) projected changes in fire occurrence based on the relationship to
moisture variables and found an increase in most of Canada including the NCR (see Figure 2.43).
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Figure 2.43:

Projected Changes in Fire Occurrence from Lightning and Human Ignition, from
Two GCMs (Wotton et al. 2010).
Modelled Based on Known Relationship to Moisture Variables.
Relative change shown between current and future (3 x CO2) climate scenarios.

Finally, it is noted that climate factors interact with several other controls to affect fires (land
use, management activities, and initiation factors from human behaviour). For example, the
increased number of dwellings in or near forest environments and wildfire suppression also
contribute to changes in fire risk (Bracmort 2013).
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2.8.8

Air Quality

Air quality problems such as smog result in large part from the release of pollutants into the
atmosphere. Because air pollutants have impacts on public health and the environment,
substantial efforts have been made to improve air quality in Canada over the last few decades,
and the concentrations of many air pollutants have been decreasing (Environment and Climate
Change Canada 2018). However, there are still issues; for example, the estimated percentage
of deaths attributable to ground-level ozone exposure has increased from 1984 to 2012.
It is possible that climate warming could worsen some aspects of air quality, even in the
absence of changes in human activities (Fu and Tian 2019), for example with changes to:
 The duration of pollen seasons, and pollen production (Poole et al. 2019).
 Microbial and mould growth following flooding (Poole et al. 2019).
 Weather types that relate to different air pollution concentrations. For example, Cheng et
al. (2007) found that the number of days with high ground-level ozone levels (which
depends on complex meteorological, chemical, and biological processes and feedbacks)
could increase 50% and 100% by the 2050s and 2080s, respectively).
Recent studies have generally projected an increase in pollution from ground-level ozone.
However, it is cautioned ground-level ozone is governed by complex meteorological, chemical,
and biological processes and feedback systems that are not well understood (Fu and Tian
2019).
In summary, it is possible that climate warming could worsen some aspects of air quality, but
uncertainty remains high.
2.8.9

Acid Rain

The deposition of acid rain accelerates corrosion of materials including rocks, mortar, and
metals, and can damage natural systems, such as lakes, rivers, forests, soil, fish, and wildlife.
Emissions of sulfate and nitrate have been increasing since the industrial revolution, which is
an issue when the amount of acidity exceeds the natural buffering capacity of the ecosystem.
In the 1970s legislation controlling acid emissions resulted in acid rain led to a 40% decrease in
these emissions from 1970 to 2000 in Canada (Driscoll et al. 2001).
The problematic emissions causing acid rain (sulfate and nitrate) are not the same gases that
cause the most global warming (carbon dioxide and methane), so it is not strictly considered a
climate change process. That said, carbon dioxide can still cause some acid rain (a weaker acid)
and increasing concentrations may increase rain acidity in the future. Furthermore, climate
change affects precipitation characteristics, and this will change acid rain impacts (e.g., changes
to timing, and more acid snow falling as acid rain).
Overall, due to the combination of many changing processes, the assessment of climate
change impacts on acid rain is inconclusive.
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2.8.10 Shortwave

Solar Radiation

Exposure to shortwave solar radiation is important for a number of reasons, including (1)
impacts on the durability of common building materials, (2) impacts on solar power production,
and (3) impacts on living things, including human health (UV radiation).
Future changes are unclear because shortwave radiation depends on cloud cover, aerosols (air
pollution), and ozone, which are some of the most difficult processes to represent accurately in
global climate models (Lucas et al. 2019). For cloud-free conditions, climate models are largely
consistent in projecting an increase in solar radiation over Ontario because of a decrease in
certain types of aerosols, as well as a global upper-level ozone recovery since the Montreal
Protocol of 1987 (Wild et al. 2015).
When it comes to trends in cloud cover, however, these are very uncertain, differ for different
types of clouds, vary regionally, and have been shown to have multi-decadal variability that
coincides with natural variability in the climate (Sillmann et al. 2017). The patterns in multidecadal variability have been detected from long term worldwide observational networks of
shortwave radiation as well. There are coherent periods and regions with prevailing declines
(known as “global dimming”) and inclines (known as “brightening”; Wild et al. 2015).
In summary, there are different trends in shortwave radiation, but it is difficult to link changes
to climate change as of yet, due to complications from factors such as clouds.

2.9

Comparison with Other Studies

Climate data is increasingly available through varied data portals and studies. The range of
climate modelling methodologies can produce different results and it can be challenging for
technical users and policy makers to decide which results to use. This section of the report
compares the methodologies and findings from the climate modelling results used in this
study with other relevant studies and datasets and offers explanations for any significant
differences.
Additional climate projection studies in the NCR have been prepared for Public Services and
Procurement Canada (PSPC), the Ville de Gatineau, and Hydro Ottawa to support their
respective vulnerability and risk assessments. PSPC has identified climate-related hazards for
real property assets mainly focusing on buildings, central heating and cooling plants, bridges,
and road infrastructure. The Ville de Gatineau has completed climate projections for a series of
indicators on its territory, for the purpose of supporting vulnerability assessments and
adaptation plans. Hydro Ottawa has completed a vulnerability and risk assessment for its key
infrastructure in the NCR.
In addition to these targeted regional studies, climate projections for the NCR are available
through the Climate Atlas of Canada (climateatlas.ca) and the national climate data portal
(climatedata.ca), two online tools among others, supported by the Canadian Centre for Climate
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Services. Both portals provide projections for temperature- and precipitation-based indices
based on an ensemble of downscaled GCMs.
The methodologies used in the regional and national studies align with the methodology used
in this project in many ways. However, there are several key differences:
 This study calculated a long list of indices (178), including “combined indices” which are
based on more than one parameter. For example, more sector-specific indices are
available in this study than currently accessible on climatedata.ca.
 This study used an ensemble of GCMs (24 models) with a distribution-based (as opposed
to mean-based) downscaling method. The other studies differ slightly in the sources of
model projections used and how post-processing was conducted. For example, the Hydro
Ottawa study used the CMIP5 GCMs but applied a more basic mean-based bias correction
called the “delta method”. The Ville de Gatineau study used a subset of the CMIP5 GCMs
and downscaled them with a different distribution-based method (1D quantile mapping by
Gennaretti et al. 2015 with some modifications), although the same observation dataset
was used for downscaling as in this study (10 km; McKenney et al. 2011).
 This study reports the median as well as the 10th/90th percentiles for every index in order
to characterize uncertainty. The other studies report uncertainty (range of projections) to
differing degrees, with some focussing on the median only.
 This study calculated indices separately for every grid cell in the NCR, to investigate
potential spatial variation in the projections. This means that results can be shown as a
map (also possible with climatedata.ca), which is not the case for studies that used
projections that are downscaled to a point measurement or averaged over the area.
Hence, the geographic scope of the study is more extensive.
 This study used an ensemble of RCMs to obtain projections for snow, humidity, and wind
(in addition to temperature and precipitation). The other studies that do address these
parameters used the extrapolation of historical measurements or analyses from the
literature.
Findings from this study and those mentioned above (PSPC, Hydro Ottawa, Climate Atlas, etc.)
can only be compared for overlapping indices. Findings are broadly similar, with differences
expected due to the differences in methodologies mentioned above.
In terms of the temperature findings:
 There are slight differences (up to 1.2°C) in the baseline average annual temperatures
reported in each study. This may be in part due to differences in the extent of the study
areas and the meteorological stations used for the baseline data (e.g., according to the
ECCC Climate Normals, the Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier Airport has an annual mean
temperature that is 1.4°C warmer than that of Masson-Angers, Québec).
 There is general agreement for temperature-based indices, such as the Number of Hot
Days (> 30°C), with less than 5% difference between the median projections across the
studies.
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In terms of the precipitation findings:
 There is general agreement for the total annual precipitation, with less than a 5%
difference between the median projections across the studies.
 There is also general agreement in terms of precipitation intensity, with the annual
maximum 5-day precipitation having less than 5% difference between the median
projections; the annual maximum 1-day precipitation is slightly lower in this study, with still
less than 10% difference. It is noted that this difference is likely because of the different
spatial scales used for projections among the different studies (e.g., the values presented
here are means over the entire NCC regions, whereas values presented in the Climate Atlas
are just one grid cell value, 10x10km).
In terms of extreme events (tornadoes, lightning, etc.), the findings are broadly consistent.
Riverine flooding was not assessed in this study because it depends on water management,
hydraulic structures, and other factors not captured by water level measurements.
In summary, this study confirms and expands upon previous studies, by providing a greater
number and variety of indices, characterizing uncertainty with confidence intervals, and
covering a larger geographic area.
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Chapter 3

Implications for the National
Capital Region

Climate change poses risks to all sectors of the economy and people’s quality of life. Action on
climate change mitigation and adaptation is required to limit impacts on people and
ecosystems.
This chapter summarizes some key regional impacts of climate change, including those
discussed during the July 2019 stakeholder workshop, with a brief discussion on the processes
that drive riverine flooding. The examples presented in this chapter are by no means
exhaustive and will be explored in greater detail in subsequent risk and vulnerability
assessments. The chapter includes a discussion on the use of projection data and how to
mitigate uncertainty in impact assessments and adaptation planning.

3.1

Regional Climate Impacts on Key Sectors

This section provides preliminary discussions on impacts on the following key sectors:
 Health and Safety, including increased stresses on emergency services and public health
systems, as well as impacts on human health.
 Water Services, including sewer and stormwater collection and management, water
distribution, solid waste management, riverine flooding, and erosion, as well as water
quality.
 Buildings, Real Estate and Planning, including historic and new buildings, monuments, and
land use planning.
 Transportation, including the planning, operation and maintenance of roads, public transit,
and active transportation networks.
 Natural Assets, Tourism and Recreation, including Gatineau Park, the Greenbelt, the Rideau
Canal Skateway, the Tulip Festival, agriculture, trees and forests, biodiversity and invasive
species, as well as summer and winter recreation.
3.1.1

Health and Safety

The warmest temperature of the year is projected to increase for all time horizons in the NCR.
Not only are warm extremes projected to get hotter, but they are also projected to become
more frequent. The number of “hot days” is projected to increase from the current average
frequency of 11 days per year, up to twice as many in the 2030s and 3-4 times as many in the
2050s. Heat warnings will likely occur much more often than they have historically. Heat stress
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is a public health concern for everyone, and particularly for vulnerable populations such as
children, seniors, people who work outside, and those with health conditions.
Incidents of vector-borne illnesses are anticipated to increase with higher temperatures and
changing seasons. Ngonghala et al. (2019) determined that the transmission of the Zika virus
occurs between an optimal temperature range which may become more common as the
average annual temperature in the NCR is expected to increase. Ticks are found any time of
year when temperatures are above freezing but are most active in Ontario during the spring
and summer months (Government of Ontario, 2019). The last day of spring frost is projected to
shift from early-May to mid- to late-April. Frost-free conditions are projected to be the new
normal for September and May. With the changing seasons, including earlier onset of spring
and later onset of fall, extended contact with ticks is possible.
Extreme weather, such as tornadoes, ice storms, and wildfires may increase in the future.
Uncertainty remains high for these events, therefore planning for changes will require careful
consideration of risk. Changing climate and extreme weather events such as flooding,
heatwaves, fires and storms greatly affect the mental, physical and financial health of those
directly affected and put an added strain on emergency services. Wildfires are known to
increase the concentration of airborne particulate matter which, when inhaled, can cause
adverse health risks.
3.1.2

Water Services

Climate change impacts to the water services sector in the NCR are largely driven by changes
in the volume and intensity of precipitation and snowmelt events. Intense precipitation is
expected to increase. Seasonally, the most drastic change is projected to occur in the winter
where precipitation is expected to increase. Impacts of changing precipitation may include
riverine and sewer flooding, erosive rainfall events, increased number and volume of combined
sewer overflows, and intensified generation of leachate at solid waste facilities.
Warmer summer temperatures paired with periods of low rainfall may cause low flows in the
wastewater collection system which can lead to odours. A universal impact on all mechanically
powered systems is the impact of high winds and freezing rain on power outages. Water and
wastewater treatment facilities and collection and distribution systems all rely on power for
operation. Disruptions may lead to reduced pressures in the water distribution system or
untreated combined sewer overflows. Fortunately, the City of Ottawa maintains a number of
back-up power systems including permanent and portable generators which can reduce the
severity of power outages.
3.1.3

Buildings, Real Estate and Planning

Climate change will have a variety of impacts on the building, real estate and planning sectors.
Most notably, energy demands are expected to shift seasonally, with heating requirements
decreasing in the wintertime and cooling demands increasing during the summer months.
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Building roof and foundation drainage systems may be impacted by increases in the frequency
and intensity of extreme precipitation events. For new construction, climate change will
influence future editions of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC). Adaptation may
involve raising building lots and selecting building materials that are designed to structurally
withstand increased exposure to extreme weather conditions. Climate change may also impact
planning and policy, particularly municipal development plans, urban growth strategies,
stormwater drainage criteria, land-use planning, as well as master plans and strategic plans.
3.1.4

Transportation

The transportation sector (air, road and rail, public, and active transportation network) is
vulnerable to damage and disruptions from a changing climate and extreme weather. This
poses risks to all sectors of the economy and the user’s quality of life (Palko and Lemmen
2017). Climate change will impact both:
 Transportation Infrastructure - Impacts for road infrastructure include flooding and
washout, reduced vehicle traction, asphalt deterioration, road closures, and reduced
visibility. Many of these impacts would also apply to urban public transportation systems,
with the added impact of power outages.
 Transportation Operations - Climate and weather-related delays and disruptions to
passenger travel could become more frequent in the future, particularly with the projected
increase of freezing rain events in the winter. Redundancies in transportation systems
(allowing multiple methods of travel) are one method to reduce these impacts.
A changing climate could bring potential opportunities to the sector such as longer
construction seasons and a longer summer active transportation season.
3.1.5

Natural Assets, Tourism and Recreation

Changes in temperature and precipitation will have broad impacts on trees, forests, wetlands
and other natural areas, as well as agriculture, tourism and recreation.
During hot summer months with low precipitation, vegetation can suspend growth until
favourable conditions are reinstated. This process impacts trees, landscaping, and invasive
species. It also affects agriculture, through a combination of potentially longer growing season
with the added stresses of shifting seasons. New plant species may need to be investigated
which are more heat tolerant and can withstand heavy ice loads or high wind gusts.
Conditions may be more favourable for invasive species and species may be at risk due to loss
of habitat. Increases in invasive species and pests, such as ticks, may discourage hikers and
recreational users of green spaces. As there are many health benefits from being active and
enjoying the outdoors, awareness of simple protective and preventive measures will be
needed.
Winter recreation is impacted by changes in snow generation and accumulation, ice formation,
and temperature. Cross country skiing and snowshoeing in Gatineau Park, the Greenbelt,
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other ski areas (such as Mooney’s Bay and SJAM skiway), as well as skating on community rinks
in parks or on the Rideau Canal, generate immense value for locals, tourists and the economy.
Snowmelt and rain-on-snow will affect spring freshet levels as well as the Rideau Canal
Skateway ice thickness.

3.2

Riverine Flooding

Riverine flooding can occur on any watercourse in the NCR, and most notably along the
Gatineau, Rideau and Ottawa rivers. The NCR has experienced significant flooding along these
rivers, most recently in the spring of 2017 and 2019. Severe flooding along the Ottawa River
also occurred in the 1920s, 1950s and 1970s (Ottawa River Regulation Planning Board - 2019
Spring Flood Frequently Asked Questions Bulletin, Oct 24, 2019).
There are many factors that contribute to flooding or flood risk, most of which are outside the
scope of this study. Spring freshet flooding is primarily caused by rainfall and snowmelt. These,
in turn, depend on the amount and duration of precipitation, mass of snow cover,
and temperature fluctuations. Land use and cover are also factors, such as the amount of
pervious areas in the watershed, or the presence of water regulating structures such as dams
or reservoirs. River levels are also affected by the timing of the spring freshet, as more water
flows into watercourses when the ground is frozen or already saturated. Ice jamming is
another consideration, particularly on the Rideau River where seasonal ice clearing programs
are implemented as a preventative measure.
The climate projection results presented in Chapter 2 provide information on how some
environmental drivers of flooding (i.e., snow, rainfall, temperature) are expected to change in
the future. However, riverine flooding is affected by changes in the entire watershed. Figure
3.1 depicts the extents of the Ottawa River watershed, which includes the Gatineau and Rideau
River watersheds. The Ottawa River watershed is 23 times larger than the study area boundary,
which represents the area covered by the projections presented in this report. In order to
properly assess how changes to temperature, precipitation and snowpack may impact
flooding, watershed-scale projections would be required.
Several flood risk management tools exist to protect people and property from flooding.
Floodplain mapping is used to map areas along a river that are at risk of flooding under varied
river levels. In the NCR, development is restricted in areas prone to flooding in a 1 in 100 year
flow event; meaning a flood level that has a 1% chance of happening each year (based on
historical flows). Additional flood risk maps can assess potential impacts of a less frequent,
higher flow event, such as a 1 in 350 year event, to guide emergency planning and response.
Many authorities are involved in flood risk forecasting, monitoring and warning in the NCR,
including the Ottawa River Regulation Planning Board and Ontario’s Conservation Authorities
(see www.ottawariver.ca for more information).
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Figure 3.1:

Ottawa River Watershed

Projecting the impacts of climate change on future riverine flooding would require complex
riverine modelling that integrates factors such as land-use, soil type, topography, river
bathymetry (land profile beneath the water’s surface), and hydraulic structures (such as
bridges, culverts, and dams). This is further complicated by the size of the Ottawa River
watershed and the range of local, provincial and federal authorities involved. In the absence of
comprehensive river modelling, alternate flood risk management tools should be considered.

3.3

Managing Uncertainty in Impact
Assessments and Adaptation

The uncertainties associated with climate projections should be factored into, and not against,
the use of future climate information. There is no one certain future for any given climate
parameter, and therefore managing uncertainty through the application of the data over the
full range (from lowest to highest future value) of the projections is recommended.
Climate data, including the data presented in this report, should be applied in risk and
vulnerability assessments to support adaptation planning, impact assessments, and others. A
risk assessment provides context over the full range of climate projections by factoring the
probability of occurrence with the severity of the climate event. This process assists in
determining what future scenario is appropriate for further application, such as:
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Adaptation planning.
Resilience assessment.
Health impact assessments.
Design standards.






Environmental assessments.
Asset Management.
Land use planning.
Guidelines and best practices.

The most appropriate future scenario for a particular climate parameter may differ for each
application of the data. This is due to the fact that each project, asset, program or service area
has a unique relative risk tolerance and expected lifespan. For example, it would be too
conservative to use temperature projections at year 2100 to assess the capacity of a cooling
system that is expected to be taken out of service in the 2030s. It may however, be appropriate
to use shorter term projections to assess the capacity of a project with a long-term planning
horizon as the project will still experience changes over the short term. This is particularly true
for projections which suggest an increase on the short-term and then a decrease in the longterm, such as for snow.
3.3.1

Sources of Uncertainty

There are several sources of uncertainty within the projections: natural variability, scenario
uncertainty (i.e., which global emission scenarios will occur), and scientific uncertainty
(including uncertainty from the models themselves and the post-processing of model output).
The relative significance of these sources of uncertainty changes with the expected remaining
useful life of the policy, program, or asset. Uncertainty related to natural variability is significant
in the short term whereas predictions associated with each emission scenario diverge over the
long term, lessening the significance of uncertainty associated with natural variability.
Therefore, the relevance of each source of uncertainty depends on the time horizon of
interest. Also, the confidence in temperature projections is typically greater than for other
parameters such as precipitation or winds. Discussions on the sources of uncertainty are
presented in APPENDIX A – Climate Modelling Background (Section A3).
Using an ensemble of climate models, as done with this study, characterizes uncertainty in
climate projections. This uncertainty is then framed within the presentation of the data plots
and graphs, for decision-makers to consider when using the climate projections. Uncertainty in
climate projections cannot be avoided. The “best available information” is therefore obtained
not based on the projections of one particular model, but rather from a comparison of the full
range of projections.
3.3.2

Mitigating Uncertainty Through Risk Assessment

Decision-makers are already equipped to deal with uncertainty. Weather variability and
extreme weather unpredictability is a fact that engineers, planners, health and emergency
service providers, and policymakers have learned to accept and respond to appropriately.
A climate risk assessment is a method for identifying vulnerabilities through a function of
severity (or consequence) and probability (or likelihood). They consider exposure, or who/ what
is most vulnerable. Scoring these functions on a numeric scale allows for a quantitative
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comparison of various climate impacts to prioritize adaptation measures. There are various
established methodologies available for climate risk assessments, such as the:
 Engineers Canada Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC)
Protocol.
 Climate Change Planning Tools for First Nations Guidebook 3 (Centre for Indigenous
Environmental Resources (CIER), 2006).
 Integrating Climate Change into Invasive Species Risk Assessment/ Risk Management –
Workshop Report (Government of Canada, 2008).
 Envision (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure).
 Tools for Climate Change Vulnerability Assessments for Watersheds (CCMA, 2013).
 Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC) Program (ICLEI Canada, 2017).
 A Practitioner’s Guide to Climate Change Adaptation in Ontario’s Ecosystems V1 (Province
of Ontario and the Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation Resources, 2011).
 Adapting to Climate Change: A Risk-based Guide for Local Governments V1 and V2
(Summit Enterprises International (S.E.I.) Inc., 2010).
 Climate Change and Sustainable Forest Management in Canada: A Guidebook for
Assessing Vulnerability and Mainstreaming Adaptation into Decision Making (Canadian
Council of Forest Ministers, 2015)
 Ontario Vulnerability and Adaptation Assessment Guideline under the Climate Change and
Health Toolkit (Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, 2016).

The Climate Risk Institute (https://climateriskinstitute.ca/) is an excellent resource for climate
impact assessment tools. These assessment frameworks benefit from multi-disciplinary and
multi-sectoral participation.
A team with climate projection expertise can filter the sometimes overwhelming volume of
available climate information down to a short list of information that must be considered in the
decision-making process. Climate scientists working with impact assessors can also provide
guidance on the interpretation of climate projection data and plots to ensure that both the
strengths and limitations in the climate information are properly accounted for. Ultimately the
owner’s tolerance for risk will play a central role in how uncertainty is dealt with, along with other
non-climatic considerations such as economic, political, and social influences. Typically, decisions
are not made based on climate projection information alone. Tools for quantifying cost-benefit,
such as return on investment (ROI) or Loss Estimation Analysis (LEA) calculations can help to
provide context for the overall project feasibility. Once climate change projections become one
piece of a larger decision-making framework that focuses on practical applications, the overall
uncertainty becomes less daunting.
Although it is generally easier to understand, ascertaining one value (typically the mean or
median value) for future conditions that are selected from a range of possible futures is not
advisable. This is because the selection of one number can imply a level of confidence and
certainty that simply does not exist in projection modelling. Instead, a better way to represent
future conditions could be to provide a range of values that characterize potential changes over
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a given timeframe. An example of this includes replacing headline statements such as
“Temperature will rise by 5°C by the end of the century” with “Average annual temperatures are
projected to increase between 3°C and 7°C by the end of the century”. The range could
represent the low-to-high estimates calculated from both moderate and high emission scenario
projections for that time period and therefore is a quantitative representation of the uncertainty.
This range of values provides decision-makers with a best- and worst-case scenario which may
need to be accounted for in determining the preferred way forward.
3.3.3

Best Practices for New Infrastructure

For new infrastructure, in cases where it is practical to do so, using a low-regret design that
accounts for the full range of climate projections can make a project more resilient to future
climate and weather extremes. Low-regret actions are relatively low-cost design options to add
climate resiliency. This includes:
 Basing plans/designs on the most probable climate condition.
 Including flexibility and/or additional safety factors for alternative courses of action should
climate conditions deviate from the design basis.
 Monitoring climate conditions and project performance over time.
 Opting for adaptations that provide a clear financial or social benefit regardless of how
climate changes in the future.
 Implementing design and construction modifications in response to observed changes.
For example, the City of Ottawa currently applies a 20% stress test to the peak rainfall intensity
applied in the design of new sewer infrastructure. The 20% stress test may account for a suite
of unknown factors such as climate change, future development, or unknown sources of inflow
and infiltration. Going forward, the 20% stress test may be combined with the climate
projections provided in this report. Particular care should be given to high-uncertainty
situations (e.g., precipitation extremes). It is important that sensitivity testing and risk analysis
make the best use of the information available.
Infrastructure design and asset management will be further guided by codes and standards
that are currently being updated to include climate change. For example, changes to the
National Building Code of Canada are expected to be introduced in 2025 to account for
climate change. Methodologies presented in codes, standards, and best practices will provide
great insight into the management of uncertainty in the application of climate projections for
the design of infrastructure as well as programs and policies.
3.3.4

Implications for Adaptation

An adaptation strategy that accounts for the full range of potential outcomes is ideal; however,
not always possible or feasible. Sensitivity analyses, a type of what-if analysis, applied to
adaptation measures over the full range of potential outcomes is one way to measure
resiliency to climate impacts. A sensitivity analysis assesses the response of a study subject to
varying scales of future climate, such as monitoring the response of crop production to a range
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of future temperature projections. This is typically done using models that define the
relationship between the climatic parameter and the test subject.
Acting on the best-case scenario over the short-term and leaving space for flexibility in the
adaptation or policy, to be expanded or built upon at a later time, is another approach for
managing uncertainty. As new information becomes available, and projection models improve,
the strategy can be adjusted. For example, a land use approach to climate change adaptation
could involve setting aside a percentage of green space for community use. According to the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the strategic placement of trees in cities can help
urban communities adapt to the effects of climate change by acting as a wind break and
providing cooling. Urban tree planting may also reduce peak stormwater runoff on
undeveloped properties. In the future, if the green space isn’t required for climate change
adaptation, it could be developed at that time to support another need.
Evolving uncertainty in climate projections should be used to balance the costs and potential
consequences of failure. Notably, for critical infrastructure, an engineering-economic
evaluation of costs and benefits of adaptation measures should be done, with emphasis on the
highest risks to help planning efforts.
For projections where a confident trend cannot yet be recognised, or where studies show
conflicting results (such as for wind), monitoring advancements in the science more closely are
recommended. Based on currently available information, proactive planning for potentially
higher wind gusts should be considered.

3.4

Responding to Changes in the Science

Improvements in the scientific community’s understanding of climate processes, the
development of models, and an increase in computational power are ongoing. APPENDIX A –
Climate Modelling Background (Section A4) describes some of the anticipated changes in the
coming years, including a new generation of models (CMIP6) that should be available in 2021.
The capacity of models to represent multiple climate and ocean processes has significantly
improved since the 2000s. As models continue to resolve a higher number of processes more
accurately, new datasets, better post-processing of climate projections (e.g., downscaling), and
new data portals will become available.
When new models are published, the projections in this report should not be presumed
outdated without comparison and review. Climate science is fast-moving and uncertainties in
climate data, such as GHG emission trends, are evolving. For this reason, it is worthwhile to
monitor new projections and compare them to the results presented within the report on a
case by case basis. If new projections differ substantially from those presented in this report,
revisiting the risk assessment or adaptive capacity of infrastructure, policies, or programs may
be warranted. For most parameters, new models are not anticipated to drastically change the
trends presented in this report.
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There are some sources of uncertainty that are “irreducible” (e.g., uncertainty due to natural
climate variability) and will not be eliminated by new climate models. Many impact and risk
assessments do not directly apply precise climate information, but rather interpret and act on
trends that are less likely to change drastically. For this reason, risk and impact assessments
should not be automatically presumed to be outdated when data becomes available as new
data may not change the outcome of the assessment.
Regular review of the projections is good practice, this can be done, for example when the new
Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) framework is updated, new RCP scenarios are
defined, or when other significant advancements in the climate science are achieved. The data
portal ClimateData.ca facilitates access to climate information from various sources for a range
of audiences, from the general public, the media, policy analysts, and decision-makers, as well
as researchers and scientists. It is expected to be updated as new information becomes
available. Future updates would include for example (but are not limited to) the sixth phase of
the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) along with the IPCC 6th Assessment
Report (Physical Science Basis), which is expected to be released in April 2021. For details on
these updates please see Appendix A4 – Climate Modelling Background.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

This study presents projected climate changes in the National Capital Region. It provides the
data required to assess the impacts of climate change on multiple sectors and guide climate
adaptation and resiliency planning.
It is projected that the NCR will become warmer in all seasons, and wetter during fall, winter
and spring. It is expected that the timing of seasons will shift, with later fall and earlier spring.
Periods of extreme heat will become more common. Winters are expected to become shorter,
with less snowfall. Precipitation is expected to increase, both in volume and intensity. Although
uncertainty remains high, the occurrence of extreme weather such as tornadoes, lightning,
extreme wind, hurricanes, and wildfires may increase.
The localized climate projections provided in this report can support proactive planning and
action in the NCR. Communities and stakeholder groups in the NCR are encouraged to use the
results to understand and prepare for future climate conditions.
In the future, as climate science evolves and new data or models become available, the
projections in this report should be reviewed to determine if updates are required. While for
most parameters, new models are not anticipated to drastically change the trends presented
in this report, new projections should be monitored to assess for risk implications.
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APPENDIX A – Climate Modelling
Background
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The purpose of this appendix is to provide high-level background information on several of the
climate science concepts mentioned in the main report. Additional detail can be found in the
reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (e.g., IPCC 2013).

A.1 Climate Models
Global Climate Models (GCMs) represent the planet by dividing the earth into cells that are
approximately 100–300 km wide. Regional (or local) projections are sometimes required to
complete a climate impact assessment. Because GCM projections are coarse (large grid size),
they require dynamical or statistical downscaling to obtain regional projections.
Statistical downscaling uses statistical relationships between local climate variables and largescale predictors, which are then applied to GCM outputs to approximate local climate
projections. Statistical downscaling is typically less time-consuming but more simplistic than
dynamical downscaling.
Dynamical downscaling uses Regional Climate Models (RCMs), which are driven by outputs of
GCMs. RCMs are higher-resolution (smaller grid size) and include more detailed information on
regional conditions (e.g., mountains or water bodies) in accordance with physical laws and
mathematical equations, which increases accuracy.
Spatial resolution is important for some processes to be properly modelled. Precipitation, for
example, is better resolved with higher resolution models. The resolution of GCMs is too
coarse to properly resolve certain processes, which is why downscaling is required (statistical
downscaling or dynamic downscaling with RCMs). RCMs generally have 10-50 km resolutions as
displayed in Figure A1.

Figure A1:
Compared Precipitation Output Field of a GCM (Left) and an RCM (Right) Over a
Similar Area of North America – Note the Difference in Spatial Resolution, i.e., Granularity
(figure from https://science2017.globalchange.gov/chapter/4/)
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The output from GCMs consists of parameters like temperature, precipitation, humidity, snow,
and wind. Indices are then calculated from these parameters so that projections can be
applied to determine the overall likelihood of occurrence. The process of applying a risk lens,
through the assignment of probability, is a process for dealing with the inherent uncertainty of
model predictions (see Section A3 on Sources of Uncertainty below). Some models favour
certain processes over others, and therefore the models themselves are a source of
uncertainty. The capacity of models to represent multiple climate and ocean processes has
significantly improved since the 2000s, as represented in Figure A2. As models continue to
resolve a higher number of processes more accurately, the quality of model outputs will also
improve.

Figure A2:
Growth of Processes Included in Climate Models (figure from
https://news.ucar.edu/sites/default/files/news/2011/predictFlow2.jpg)

A.2 Projection Horizons
The study baseline is 1981–2010. The three projection horizons, or time slices, that were
selected for this study are:
 2030s (2021–2050).
 2050s (2041–2070).
 2080s (2071–2100).
Climate change projections are typically averaged over 20-year or 30-year means in order to
smooth out shorter-term changes in the climate caused by natural variability. The 30-year
means used in this study are consistent with those used by Environment and Climate Change
Canada (ECCC), although not with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2013
(where 20-year means were used). In order to use the 30-year means, the baseline had to
include the 5-year period of 2006–2010 that is technically part of the “projections”, i.e., under
the influence of an emission scenario. However, the emission scenarios are considered to have
minimum influence on the model outputs for such a short period and it was deemed
acceptable to use 1981–2010 as the baseline.
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The 2030s (2021–2050) were selected instead of the 2020s (2011–2040) because the 2020s
“projection” is confusing for readers because it straddles the present day. It was considered
more straight-forward to keep all projection horizons in the future.
The lead times for these projections horizons (10, 30, and 60 years from now) were selected to
reflect the planning horizons of impact studies and risk assessments in various sectors (policy,
program development, infrastructure rehabilitation and design, etc.). For example, a 30-year
lead time is often used in policy planning. The projections could not be extended beyond 2100
because most currently available models have simulations that end in 2100.
In summary, the projection horizons were selected for maximum comparability with other
work, including the use of standardized time slides where possible (e.g., the 1981–2010
baseline corresponds to ECCC Climate Normals), consistency with other resources available
nationally (e.g., Climate Atlas of Canada, Climatedata.ca), and previous and ongoing projects in
the region (Public Services and Procurement Canada, Ville de Gatineau, and Hydro Ottawa).

A.3 Sources of Uncertainty
The climate projections produced as part of this project have several sources of uncertainty:
1. Internal variability – There are unpredictable natural fluctuations in the climate system that
occur even without any changes in greenhouse gas concentrations. Some of this
uncertainty is considered “irreducible” (i.e., chaotic) and cannot be removed from climate
projections (even with future generations of models).
2. Scenario uncertainty – The evolution of greenhouse gas emissions is highly uncertain. It is
not considered possible to determine the likelihood of the different emission scenarios.
The use of more than one emission scenario mitigates this uncertainty by presenting a
range of possibilities.
3. Scientific uncertainty – Although climate models are the best tools available to study
projections, there is inherent uncertainty in predictive models. Bias correction1 and
statistical downscaling processes are affected by uncertainties in the observation datasets
used and uncertainties in the statistical transformations. They rely on assumptions that the
corrections made will still hold in the future (this is called the “stationarity assumption”).
Lastly, some climate parameters are predicted with more confidence than others. For
example, predictions of wind speeds are highly uncertain at present.
The relative importance of each source of uncertainty depends on the timescale considered.
Figure A3 (adapted from Hawkins and Sutton 2009) shows how different sources of uncertainty
change over time. Note that total uncertainty increases with time, but this figure shows the
relative importance of different uncertainties. Over the timescale of a few decades, natural
variability dominates and can even hide the climate change signal in the short term. However,
over longer time horizons, the choice of the emission scenario becomes very important. The
model uncertainty remains fairly large irrespective of the timescale over which decisions are
1

The correction of the raw climate model output using the differences between model and observations
over a reference period (typically the baseline)
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made (Charon 2016). Sources of uncertainty depend on the geography, climate, and variable
being projected.

Figure A3:

Expected Relative Contribution of Uncertainty Sources in Climate Modelling
Over Time (Adapted from Hawkins and Sutton 2009)

A.4 Future Improvements to Models and Methods
The sixth phase of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) project is already
ongoing (simulation period 2017–2020; Eyring et al. 2016), and the IPCC 6th Assessment Report
(Physical Science Basis) is expected in April 2021. Emission pathways for the CMIP6 future
climate projections will update the four RCP scenarios from CMIP5, to fill the gaps that have
not previously been studied by the RCPs. There will also be a new version of the Coordinated
Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX), and a newly created High-Resolution
Model Inter-comparison Project (HighResMIP).
The main improvements that will come with future generations of models are increases in
spatial resolution (made possible due to an increase in computing power). Climate models are
also incorporating more and more processes and reduce systematic biases, and there will be
more models available, forming a larger ensemble (11 new modelling groups in CMIP6).
Improvements in CMIP6 include better representation of aerosols, cloud processes, and ice
sheet feedbacks.
However, some processes will remain very difficult to represent in models, and some will still
be smaller than the grid resolution (e.g., cloud microphysics). Lastly, uncertainty will remain
from natural variability (“irreducible uncertainty”).
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APPENDIX B – Guidelines to
Reading and Interpreting the Plots
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The purpose of this Appendix is to provide a guideline on the reading and interpreting of the
various plot types used in this report.
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APPENDIX C – Methodology
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The purpose of this Appendix is to provide additional background on selected topics from the
methodology presented in Chapter 1 of the report.

C.1 – Selection of Climate Indices
C.1.1 – Climate Science Considerations
One goal for the selection of indices was to obtain a full characterization of the future climate
system. This requires not only a measure of average trends but also a range of different types
of indices in order to represent:
 Minima and maxima;
 Extreme values (e.g., 1 in 100 year 24-hour precipitation intensity);
 Counts of instances below or above a threshold (e.g., number of days where the maximum
daily temperature is less than 0°C);
 Timing indices (e.g., the start of the tulip season);
 Duration indices (e.g., the maximum length of wet spells);
 Indices with multiple requirements on a single parameter (e.g., freeze-thaw cycles, with
requirements on both daily temperature minimum and daily temperature maximum);
 Combined indices with requirements on two climate parameters (e.g., winter precipitation
and high winds).
Standardized climate indices from the literature were considered, in particular, the 27
“Climdex” indices from the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI).
These indices were conceived to enable comparisons across different regions. Some of these
indices are relative thresholds (e.g., the percentage of daily temperatures above the baseline
95th percentile, calculated on a moving window). These relative thresholds facilitate proper
statistical characterizations that enable cross-comparisons of changing climates across various
regions but are not typically used in impact studies, where absolute thresholds are considered
more intuitive (e.g., the percentage of days above 30°C are used instead). Thus, ETCCDI indices
were used only where it made sense to do so within the overarching objectives of this study. In
several cases, region and impact-specific indices were favoured.

C.1.2 – Impact-Driven Considerations
Impact-specific considerations were determined based on high-level research across a broad
range of sectors, as well as through engagement with NCC and City of Ottawa staff.
High-level research was conducted using the following sources of information:
 Research on impact studies in relevant fields (e.g., vector-borne diseases, agriculture,
mechanical systems, fires, regional flooding mechanisms) including best practices in
relevant climate vulnerability assessments and resiliency planning.
 Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) weather warnings (extreme precipitation,
snowfall, cold, heat).
 National Building Code of Canada (2015).
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Emergency Management Ontario 2019 Hazard Identification Report and Methodology
Guidelines.
Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy.

A working list of parameters and indices that could be used by stakeholders for future risk and
vulnerability assessments was developed based on input and discussions with staff from the
NCC, the City of Ottawa and the Ville de Gatineau.
Once the preliminary list of parameters and indices was developed, a half-day workshop was
held on July 9th, 2019 to gather input from a broader group of stakeholders and refine the list
of proposed indices. Over 60 people participated in the workshop, largely staff from the NCC
and City of Ottawa, as well as representatives from the Ville de Gatineau, regional Conservation
Authorities, and the Canadian Center for Climate Services (CCCS). The workshop included a
series of presentations to provide background material on climate change projections and
indices. Next, the attendants were separated into five groups based on sectors to identify
climate processes and impacts relevant to their sector and identify indices that would be
useful to them in future risk and vulnerability assessments.

C.1.3 – Other Considerations
The following were also considered:
 Where possible, indices were selected to enable consistency and comparison with previous
and ongoing projects in the region (e.g., projects by Public Services and Procurement
Canada, Ville de Gatineau, and HydroOttawa).
 Indices from example projects in other cities were reviewed (e.g., Durham, Waterloo, and
Metro Vancouver).

C.2 – Computation of Climate Projections
C.2.1 – Data Sources
After establishing the list of climate indices and projection horizons, the next step was to
identify appropriate sources of climate information. There are many sources of climate data
and projections available, including global and regional climate models, and bias-corrected as
well as raw outputs, each having advantages and disadvantages.
The sections below outline the criteria used to select the sources of climate information, and
the list of sources used. Some were downloaded from web portals, some provided by CCCS
(e.g., Université du Québec à Montreal, INRS models), some acquired from ECCC (e.g., historical
hourly precipitation), and some provided by University of Prince Edward Island Climate Lab
(PRECIS).
Some of the projections were obtained and analysed as grids (the GCMs, which were
downscaled to 10 km) and others (the RCMs, with spatial resolutions of 25-50 km) were areaaveraged as there were only a few grid cells that spanned the project area.
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Historical Data
Information on the historical climate in the NCR was obtained from ECCC climate stations and
a City of Ottawa report from 2011 (“Characterization of Ottawa’s Watersheds”). See Chapter 2
for additional information.
Emission Scenarios for Model Projections
Climate models are driven by different emission scenarios, or “Representative Concentration
Pathways” (RCPs). See Chapter 1 for additional information.
Gridded Downscaled Global Climate Models (GCMs)
The primary source of climate projections used was statistically downscaled GCM data with a
spatial resolution of 10 km. The GCMs consist of 24 models from the CMIP5 that were
downscaled using the Bias Correction/Constructed Analogues with Quantile mapping, version
2, (BCCAQv2) algorithm (Werner and Cannon 2016). The models were corrected with observed
gridded daily datasets of minimum temperature, maximum temperature and precipitation
(McKenney et al. 2011) over a 1951–2010 historical reference period.
The advantages of this data source are the 10 km resolution and 24 models in the ensemble.
This is important as:
 Some climate parameters can only be predicted at a higher resolution (for example
convective storms which cause intense precipitation). GCMs that are not bias-corrected
have grid cells that are typically hundreds of kilometres wide, which is too coarse for
resolving some important phenomena. Even the 50 km grid cells of most RCMs remain
coarse relative to smaller-scale processes such as convective storms.
 An ensemble of models (in this case, 24) is a method of characterizing uncertainty. There
are several major sources of uncertainty in climate modelling, including natural variability,
emission scenarios, and inter-model variability. For this reason, the IPCC recommends in
their most recent Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) that an ensemble or range of models be
considered, because individual models may be less accurate on their own.
A statistically downscaled dataset is constrained to variables for which there are good
observational records (temperature and precipitation). Therefore, only indices based on daily
or monthly variables for temperature and precipitation were calculated from this data source;
indices requiring hourly resolutions or other climate parameters (humidity, snow, wind) were
based on RCMs (discussed below).
Gridded Regional Climate Models (RCMs)
RCMs were used to project sub-daily time steps (e.g., hourly, 12 hours) as well as parameters
other than temperature and precipitation such as humidity, snow, and wind. Different sources
of RCMs were used in order to compare as many models as possible in the small ensemble,
including:
 CORDEX/UQAM. RCMs were used from the North American Cordex Program. Several
simulations with resolutions of 25-50 km are available publicly on the NCAR Climate Data
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Gateway. In addition, ECCC obtained permission from UQAM to use sub-daily wind and
precipitation outputs from the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5;
Hernández-Díaz et al. 2019, Šeparović et al. 2013).
ECCC. The regional model CanRCM4 is a CORDEX member, but in addition, the ECCC
website makes available additional parameters not available on the NCAR web portal. For
instance, daily solid precipitation and daily snow depth were obtained for CanRCM4 from
the ECCC web portal.
INRS/Ouranos. Permissions were obtained for this project to use indices of solid
precipitation and snow depth developed for the ArcticNet project by ETE-INRS in
collaboration with Ouranos Consortium on Climate Change (Diaconescu et al. 2017, Mailhot
et al. 2017, Chaumont et al. 2017).
University of PEI. Projections from the regional climate model “Providing Regional Climates
for Impact Studies” (PRECIS) under moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) emission
scenarios were obtained from Dr. Wang at the UPEI Climate Lab. These were compared
with the other RCMs.

Literature
For the remaining parameters that are not readily available in GCM or RCM outputs (see
section labelled “Other Events and Extreme Indices” in the list of indices), information was
obtained through limited reviews of both peer-reviewed literature (scientific articles) and grey
literature (e.g., government reports). Variables such as the occurrence of lightning or freezing
rain cannot be accurately modelled due to limitations of the current process understanding,
natural variability, or computation capabilities.
Summary
In summary, the following sources of data were used:
GCM
(CMIP5 BCCAQv2)
Daily Temperature
x
and Precipitation
Daily Snow and
Humidity
Daily & Sub-daily
Wind
Sub-daily
Precipitation
x
Combined
(combinations of temperature
Parameters
and precipitation only)
“Other Parameters”

RCM
(NACORDEX, PRECIS)

Literature

x

x

x
x

C.2.2 – Bias Correction
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Although climate models are the best tools currently available to study future changes in
climate parameters, they still have significant biases. Biases vary depending on the model,
location, and time, whereas others are systematic across models (e.g., caused by the inability to
represent convective processes when the spatial resolution is coarse). Bias correction consists
of correcting raw climate model outputs using the differences between model and
observations over a reference period (typically the baseline).
The GCM dataset used for this project was already downscaled/bias-corrected using the
BCCAQv2 method. However, the RCM projections obtained for this project were not biascorrected. It has been demonstrated that bias correction can lead to the generation of
“artifacts” (anomalies or errors resulting from the modelling or data processing; Maraun 2016).
In addition, bias correction of daily data does not necessarily ensure that indices calculated
from this data are properly corrected. Nonetheless, it has generally been shown that model
projections are improved with most forms of bias correction, including mean-based
approaches and distribution-based approaches that perform better (e.g., Maraun 2016).
Distribution-based bias correction (quantile-quantile mapping) was therefore conducted for
the RCMs. It is noted that multivariate bias correction would have been ideal but was outside
the scope of the project due to the level of effort required.
The following sections provide a technical summary of the bias correction methodology used.
Area Averaging
The RCM projections have grid cells of 25 km or 50 km spatial resolution, which means that
there were only a few grid cells within the approximately 80 km by 80 km study area.
Therefore, a weighted area-average was applied to the grid cells which overlapped with the
study area. The bias correction was then applied to this area average. The exception is for
extreme hourly precipitation, where the bias correction was applied to a single grid cell, at the
location of the Ottawa airport. This was to minimize smoothing to extreme precipitation for
these indices. These distinctions are important for the interpretation of the results: the snow,
humidity, and wind projections represent averages over the study area that have been
downscaled to a point location (e.g., Ottawa Airport).
Quantile-Quantile Mapping
Observations from the Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier Airport were used to conduct empirical nonparametric quantile-quantile mapping to bias-correct all RCM projections except the INRS
dataset (see below). Transfer functions were computed for each model, parameter, and month
separately. Validation of the method was conducted with a split-sample cross-validation using
as many years as possible from the baseline time slice (1981–2010), with Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) and bias to assess the goodness of fit. For precipitation-based indices (including
solid precipitation), the validation of the bias correction was done in two steps, by first
correcting the frequency of wet days (> 1 mm).
The following is an example of the bias correction validation plot for daily relative humidity,
with the training dataset shown in the left frame and the validation in the right frame.
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Figure C1:

Example of Bias Correction (Left – Training Dataset) and Validation (Right –
Validation Dataset) for Relative Humidity

Delta Method
While most RCM data was available as a time series of daily or sub-daily projections, the INRS
dataset was already calculated into annual and monthly indices, and the raw data was not
available. Therefore, for this dataset only, the bias correction was applied after the indices were
calculated, on the 30-year averages, using the delta method. The delta method consists of adding
the average difference (delta) between historical observations and a model results over the same
period to future model projections. Validation of the method was also conducted with a splitsample cross-validation, using RMSE and bias to assess the results of the correction.
Uncertainties and Assumptions of Bias Correction
Bias correction makes a major assumption that the corrections applied in the historical period
will still apply in the future. However, it is possible that the statistical distributions of climate
parameters may change as climate processes shift.
In addition, the bias correction applied is only a statistical method, and it doesn’t correct the
underlying physics of the models.
That said, although not perfect, bias correction does improve the models. We found the
distributions to be particularly problematic for snow, for example, but overall the bias
correction helped with a general underestimation of snow in the models, which would have
been unrealistic if it had been shown without any post-processing.
Nonetheless, the climate projections must be interpreted within the context of uncertainty and
the underlying assumptions.
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Considerations for Specific Parameters
Snow projections were obtained from multiple sources, either as solid precipitation, snow water
equivalent precipitation, or snow cover. The following conversions from snow to water were used:
 Density of falling snow of 100 kg/m3.
 Density of snow on ground 250 kg/m3.
These convections were based on Shook and Grey (1994; values from Southern
Saskatchewan), Adams (1976; East Central Ontario), and personal communication with Dr.
Emilia Diaconescu and Dr. Ross Brown (ECCC, 2019).
Bias corrections for wind were applied to each direction separately. Wind projections are
challenging to bias-correct and no approach for correcting directions from the literature has
shown perfect results.
Bias correction of daily humidity was done using a time-series of hourly humidity at the time of
hourly maximum temperature. Therefore, the bias correction also served as a transfer function
between average daily humidity and daily humidity at the time of maximum temperature. The
purpose was to improve the calculation of humidex projections.

C.2.3 – Computation of Indices
Extreme value analyses were conducted on each grid cell separately using Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) for precipitation (fitting with maximum likelihood), and Generalized Pareto
Distribution (GPD) for wind.
Humidex was calculated using approximate projections of humidity at the time of hourly
maximum temperature (see bias correction method above).
Wind chill was calculated using daily mean wind speeds.
Snow melt was approximated based on projected snowpack (on days when the snow depth
decreased from one day to the next).

C.3 – Communicating Findings
Once all of the required indices were determined and the climate projections were obtained,
the next step was to calculate the indices based on multiple models and multiple sources and
represent them together on the same plots. The purpose is to use a range of index projections
(including the 10th and 90th percentiles) to characterize uncertainty. A processing toolbox was
developed for this study to accurately derive indices and make various plot types (time-series,
box plots, wind roses, spatial distribution maps, etc.).
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APPENDIX D – Technical Review of
Methods for Extreme Precipitation
Projections
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Background
In this report, precipitation extremes are defined as having a return period of greater than 1
year. These extremes are particularly challenging to project. Therefore, although other indices
are addressed with a single ensemble, for extreme precipitation it is better to compare
ensembles from several approaches. There is no uniformly accepted method and approach for
projecting future extreme precipitation, and in Canada alone there have been 5-10 different
methodologies used (Coulibali et al. 2016, Switzman et al. 2017, CSA 2019).
Therefore, the purpose of this appendix is to provide:
(1) A technical background on the strengths and limitations of existing approaches for
estimating future extreme precipitation. The primary methods (including those used in this
project) are addressed in the sections below, and additional approaches are summarized
in Table D1.
(2) A summary of findings from multiple methods is presented. Findings based on the primary
methods are compared in Figure D1 and Figure D2, and additional findings are
summarized in Table D2.
The purpose of this appendix is not to provide values that can be used directly in design or
adaptation projects. A vulnerability/impact assessment and/or risk assessment (Phase 2) is
needed to determine which values to use from the range of projections provided (see Chapter
3).

Why are precipitation extremes difficult to project?
Extreme precipitation (in particular sub-daily) can result from processes at very small scales.
Convective updraft cores can be only a few hundred metres to a few kilometres across (Westra
et al. 2014). Since GCMs have grid cells of 100-300 km, they need to use parameterizations to
compute average convection over model grid squares. Therefore, these parameterizations are
not designed for realistic rainfall (Westra et al. 2014).
Larger-scale processes (e.g., jet stream, teleconnections, and temperature gradients) are also
important for precipitation extremes (Trenberth et al. 2003, O’Gorman et al. 2015), in particular
in winter and time scales longer than 12 hours (Westra et al. 2014), but also for hourly
extremes (Barbero et al. 2018). However, GCMs still struggle to resolve some of these features
(Trenberth et al. 2003). See Cheng et al. (2011) and Paixao et al. (2015) for precipitation
processes in the NCR.

Strengths and Limitations of Methods
Mixed Approach with CORDEX2
For the present NCR study, hourly RCM projections were bias-corrected using empirical nonparametric quantile mapping (with the occurrence of wet days corrected separately) using data
2
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from the Ottawa airport (Maraun et al. 2010). A Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution
was applied to the hourly precipitation values using maximum likelihood. This method
combines both dynamic (RCM) and statistical downscaling/bias correction (quantile mapping).
Results are provided in APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices.
Are findings from the RCM method reliable? RCMs generally have a better representation of
mesoscale dynamics than GCMs (Westra et al. 2014), and cyclones and fronts are reasonably
well simulated (O’Gorman et al. 2015). Studies have found that characteristics of extreme
precipitation (including sub-daily extremes) improve with increased resolution (Westra et al.
2014). Yet, parameterizations are still needed if grid cells exceed 10 km (Westra et al. 2014).
Therefore, there are still issues with reproducing diurnal cycles (Trenberth et al. 2003) and
spatial characteristics of extremes (Westra et al. 2014), which results in the underestimation of
extreme precipitation (Goree Bi et al. 2017). Furthermore, RCMs are still dependent on GCMs
for processes outside their domains (Wilby et al. 2014). In conclusion, shorter-duration (e.g.,
hourly) extremes obtained from RCM projections should be interpreted with caution.
Are findings from the quantile mapping method reliable? Notwithstanding some limitations
(Ehret et al. 2012; Maraun 2013), bias correction is generally found to improve model output
(Cannon et al. 2015, Chen et al. 2013, Maraun and Widmann 2018). Furthermore, quantile
mapping has been found to consistently outperform simpler methods for precipitation
(Teutschbein and Seibert 2012; Gudmundsson et al. 2012, Teng et al. 2015). However, quantile
mapping struggles with representing extremes and has some other problems like keeping
trends (Cannon et al. 2015). Bias corrections that operate on individual high-resolution grid
boxes separately and independently are prone to misrepresentation (Maraun 2013, Gutmann
et al. 2014). Therefore, higher return periods (e.g., 1 in 100 year event) and spatial patterns
should be interpreted with caution. The use of RCMs is widely used nationally and
internationally (e.g., Ganguli and Coulibaly 2019, Switzmann et al. 2017); however, this should
be done with caution, especially for hourly projections, as evident by the high variability of
results (Switzmann et al. 2017).

Statistical Downscaling with PCIC/CCCS Dataset
The present NCR study used a dataset of 24 GCMs downscaled using BCCAQv2, a hybrid
method that combines results from BCCA (Maraun et al. 2010) and quantile mapping (QMAP)
(Gudmundsson et al. 2012). The gridded observation dataset that was used for bias correction
is ANUSPLIN3, produced by Natural Resources Canada, with 10 km x 10 km grid cells. As part of
this project, GEV was applied to the daily precipitation values (fitting using maximum
likelihood). Results are provided in APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices.
BCCAQv2 combines advantages and lessons-learned from multiple different methods. For
example, it uses information from larger-scale fields and does not distort coarse-resolution
trends (Werner and Cannon 2016, Cannon et al. 2015). It performs well with respect to the dayto-day sequencing of precipitation events, distribution characteristics, and spatial correlation
3
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(ECCC ClimateData.ca). Nonetheless, it is still a bias correction method, and as mentioned
above, extremes and spatial patterns should be interpreted with caution. Like other
downscaling methods, it makes stationarity assumptions. Unlike the RCMs, the BCCAQv2 relies
only on GCMs for processes, which is problematic if GCMs do not represent an important
aspect of large-scale circulation.
This dataset was chosen by the ECCC for its new national platform and was provided by ECCC
for precipitation indices for this project. It is cautioned that this dataset has not yet been widely
tested for precipitation extremes. For example, Desai (2017) found that the PCIC data has a
significantly lower standard deviation than that of the historical data. Nonetheless, the dataset
has been tested with Climdex “frequent” annual indices (Werner and Cannon 2016, Li et al.
2018).
The reliance of bias correction methods on observed data is both a strength and limitation of
this method. For instance, analysis can be informed by realistic characteristics of observed
data, but this is a constraint if there is poor or missing data (Gooré Bi et al. 2017, Maraun and
Widmann 2018). The ECCC dataset uses ANUSPLIN for gridded observation data. One study
found that ANUSPLIN underestimates precipitation extremes because it is generated based on
unadjusted precipitation-gauge stations (Wong et al. 2017), while another study found that
ANUSPLIN was more successful than another dataset (Werner and Cannon 2016).

Statistical Downscaling with IDF-CC
To calculate daily extremes, the IDF-CC4 tool from Western University interpolates the
BCCAQv2 dataset (above) to a point location (inverse square distance weighting method), and
extreme values are estimated using GEV and L-moments (Srivastav et al. 2014). For sub-daily
durations, a quantile scaling method is used to establish a relationship between the annual
maximum daily precipitations of the base period with that of the future period.
This method is becoming widely used because of its simplicity. It has been mapped across
Canada (Simonovic et al. 2017), and has been compared to other approaches (Schardong et al.
2018) and tested with both GCMs and RCMs as input (Schardong and Simonivic 2019). The
major drawback of the method is that it assumes that the existing relationship between daily
and sub-daily precipitation will remain unchanged in the future, and there is evidence to show
that this is incorrect (Trenbeth et al. 2003, O’Gorman et al. 2015, Westra et al. 2014, Cannon
and Innocenti 2019). The tool also uses only one value per year, which has been suggested to
be more effective than correcting the total rainfall distribution (Li et al. 2017). Because this
assumption is a significant source of uncertainty, the tool should be used for future sub-daily
precipitation estimates with caution (Coulibaly et al. 2016), as they are likely to be
underestimated. In contrast, the PCIC/CCCS dataset, which is also statistically downscaled from
GCMs, does not venture into providing sub-daily extremes.

Scaling with Clausius-Clapeyron Equation
4
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As air warms, its capacity to hold water increases, which is expected to intensify rainfall
extremes (Trenberth et al. 2003). Therefore, studies have developed correlations between
precipitation intensity and temperature. The Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) rate of approximately 7%
water content increase per °C warming or double this rate for temperatures between 12°C22°C, is applied to average daily temperatures (Westra et al. 2014).
A number of studies have shown a CC-scaling rate based on observations and convectionpermitting models (Westra et al. 2014). The scaling rate is supported by robust thermodynamic
understanding, and it has recently been adopted in 2019 by the Canadian Standards
Association (CSA PLUS 4013:19) and the Australian Rainfall & Runoff Guide and has been
argued to be the only defensible approach based on studies by Zhang et al. (2017) and Zwiers
(2017).
However, there are major factors such as moisture sources, large-scale dynamics and
temperature gradients (Westra et al. 2014), and changes in precipitation efficiency (O’Gorman
et al. 2015), which also affect extreme precipitation, but are not accounted for by the scaling
rate (Blenkinsop et al. 2018, CSA 2019, Pfahl et al. 2017). Furthermore, we do not fully
understand the scaling rate in the sense that there are alternative hypotheses for the cause of
increased scaling at sub-daily durations (e.g., cloud dynamics due to latent heat release, or
changes in the rainfall generating mechanisms; Westra et al. 2014). These reasons may be why
variations in the scaling rates have been observed in Canada and elsewhere (Li et al. 2019,
Gaur et al. 2018, Panthou et al. 2014).
As a result, there are divergent opinions on whether this scaling rate should be used (Prein et
al. 2017, Schardong et al. 2018). One challenge is that there is not enough research to know
precisely how to apply it. For example, the CSA (2019) is not prescriptive about which
temperature to use (e.g., mean annual, seasonal, temperature during heavy rainfall, dew point
temperatures). Nonetheless, results based on the scaling rate have been comparable to the
IDF-CC tool, although higher for the prairies (which may be moisture limited; Schardong et al.
2018).

Other Approaches
The strengths and limitations of other approaches are summarized in Table D1.
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Table D1 – Strengths and Limitations of Other Studies.
Method
Projections for NCR
Strength, Limitations, and Comments
Dynamic Downscaling
Projections:
RCP
4.5,
8.5;
1995–2004,
Strengths: Convection-permitting due to highConvection
2045–2054, 2085–2094; available as
resolution.
Permitting
box
plots
with
inter-annual
variabilities
Limitations: Limited runs and models.
model (12
and bar plot.
Comments: Some have argued convectionkm) e.g.,
Method Details: Driven by CCSM4 with permitting models are the best chance we have
Wang and
and without bias correction.
to do sub-hourly rainfall extremes (Westra et al.
Kotamarthi
* also see Kendon et al. 2017, Prein et
2014, O’Gorman 2015). However, limits on
(2015)
al. 2017, Cannon and Innocenti 2019.
simulation length, domain, and # of studies
OCCDP (25
km)
Wang et al.
(2015)

Projections: RCP 4.5, 8.5; 1986–2005,
2020–2039, 2040–2069, 2070–2099;
available in online portal.
Method Details: PRECIS and RegCM
driven by 5 HadCM3 boundary
conditions; Gumbel.

(Westra et al. 2014).
Strengths: Higher resolution projections than
GCM.
Limitations: Not bias-corrected; two regional
models and one driving model; 25 km not
sufficient for hourly rainfall.
Comparisons: Found to overestimate historical
quantiles (Desai 2017). *also see Wang et al.
2014, and Wang and Huang 2014.

Statistical Downscaling
Waterloo
Interpolator
Topography,
Temperature,
Time Desai
(2017)
Stochastic
Weather
Generator
(0.125°)
Deng et al.
(2018)
Weather
Typing
Cheng et al.
(2011)
PSPC (2019)

Projections: RCP 2.6, 4.5, 8.5; 1960–
2010, 2010–2099; available as map of
points for Ontario.
Method details: Combines
atmospheric thermodynamics,
temporal trends, and interpolated
physiographic parameters; temp.
inputs from OCCDP and PCIC.
Projections: RCP 6.0; 1980–2010,
2041–2070, 2071–2100; available as
map of Ontario (Fig. 6)
Method Details: BCCA; days≥10mm
are temporally disaggregated; GEV
with Gumbel.

Strengths: Combination of scaling, trends, and
physiographic parameters.
Limitations: Only two GCMs (CanESM 4.2 and
MPIESM); not widely used; need to contact
authors for NCR findings off of map.
Comparisons: Better match of empirical
distribution than OCCDP (Desai 2017).
Strengths: 12-member ensemble
Limitations: Only RCP 6.0; for 15 min, return
period calculated with indirect method using IDF
function; analyses only from May–Nov; not widely
used.
* also see Hayhoe (2000)

Projections: A2, B2; 1958–2002, 2001–
50, 2026–75; available as a table.
Method Details: Comparing weather
types; Rainfall simulation models; 4
downscaled GCMs; Ottawa
meteorological station.
Projections: RCP 4.5 (appendix), RCP
8.5; 2021–2050, 2041–2070, 2071–
2100; available as a table.
Method Details: Used ClausiusClapeyron equation.

Strengths: Makes use of synoptic weather
patterns rather than downscaling points in
isolation.
Limitations: Stationarity assumption & GCMs may
not reproduce all weather patterns.
* also see Gaitan et al. (2014)
Strengths: Based on theoretical understanding.
Limitations: Selection of reduced scaling rate for
daily durations. Unclear in literature which
temperature projections should be used to apply
scaling.
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Other considerations from the literature
It is important to consider this discussion in the context of other IDF uncertainties:
 Statistical uncertainty (confidence intervals on extreme value fitting; CSA 2019);
 Use of different distribution functions (Paixao et al. 2011, Switzman et al. 2017);
 Instrument and data recording/logging practices (Shephard et al. 2014);
 Length of records compared to return periods (Shephard et al. 2014);
 Changes in rainfall quality control procedures (Coulibaly et al. 2016);
 Geographic variability (Switzman et al. 2017);
 Uncertainty related to antecedents, and combined events, e.g., rain on snow (Westra et al.
2014);
 Influence of low-frequency variability modes in Canada's climate (Vincent et al. 2015).
Some of these factors can lead to downward trends when updating historical IDFs (Coulibaly et
al. 2016). To reduce uncertainty, the following approaches should be considered:
 Making use of multiple sources of information (Paixao et al. 2011, 2015; Burn 2014);
 Regional frequency analyses (Cannon 2015, CSA 2019);
 Multivariate statistical downscaling (Cannon et al. 2018);
 Nonstationary statistical methods (Shephard 2014, Cheng and Aghakouchak 2014, Gore Bi
2017, Miranda et al. 2018).

Summary of Findings
Despite the high natural variability and challenges with projecting precipitation extremes,
different methods show an increase in precipitation extremes is projected for all durations
(sub-daily, daily, and multi-day rain events).
The PCIC/CCCS projections underestimate the ECCC Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) value in
the historical period for daily events (note that the underestimation is less for multi-day
events). This is likely because the projections represent precipitation that is averaged over 10
km. This is important for interpreting the findings; for example, if the percent change in the
GCMs is applied to the ECCC IDF value, this assumes that the change in precipitation over a 10
km area is applicable for an IDF curve derived from a point location.
The Cordex RCM underestimates the ECCC IDF value in the historical period for hourly
projections and overestimates the ECCC IDF value for longer sub-daily durations (e.g., 6-12
hours). The extremes for longer sub-daily durations also show greater increasing trends than
the hourly extremes. This may be due to the challenge of representing small convection events
(Westra et al. 2014) and could be amplified by the quantile mapping bias correction (Maraun
2010). A higher increase in sub-daily (compared to daily) extremes is supported by physical
understanding (e.g., O’Gorman et al. 2015).
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Location of Extreme Precipitation Projections:





Figure D1– Projections of the 24-hour precipitation for a 1 in 100 year event, based on
three methods (PCIC/CCCS, IDF-CC, and Clausius-Clapeyron)
Figure D2 – Projections of the hourly precipitation for a 1 in 50 year event, based on three
methods (Cordex RCMs, IDF-CC, and Clausius-Clapeyron)
Table D2 – Projections from additional studies not included in Figures D1/D2 (sub-daily,
daily, and multi-day rain events).
Appendices F and G – Additional durations and return periods for two methods (PCIC/CCCS
and Cordex RCMs).

Figure D1:

Comparison of Projections for Extreme Precipitation at Ottawa Airport
(1-day total, 1 in 100 year event)

Interpretation of Figure D1:
 Projections for Daily 1 in 100 year event are provided based on different methods and
models. All projections are averaged over 30 years.
 Projections from the PCIC/CCCS are provided in blue. Projections using the ClausiusClapeyron scaling are provided in purple. For both of these, the solid fill depicts the 10 th90th percentiles of the model ensemble. Projections from the IDF-CC tool are provided in
grey. The lines depict results from individual models.
 The PCIC/CCCS estimate for the baseline is shown with the horizontal blue line. This should
be similar to the ECCC baseline value (horizontal black line), but instead, it underestimates
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the ECCC baseline. This suggests that PCIC/CCCS projections may be an underestimation of
“true” projections (see discussion in the main text).
The range of results obtained from different models and from different methods
characterizes the uncertainty in the climate projections. The values provided in this plot
cannot be used directly in design or adaptation projects. A vulnerability/impact assessment
and/or risk assessment (Phase 2) is needed to determine which values to use from the
range of projections provided in this figure.
It is cautioned that projections from moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) emission
scenarios are grouped in this graphic for readability, but it is best practice to consider the
range of projections from the two scenarios separately.

Figure D2:

Comparison of Projections for Extreme Precipitation at Ottawa Airport
(1-hour total, 50-year return).

Interpretation of Figure D2:
 Projections for Hourly 1 in 50 Year Precipitation are provided based on different methods
and models. All projections are averaged over 30 years.
 Projections from the Cordex RCMs are provided in orange. Projections using the ClausiusClapeyron scaling are provided in purple. For both of these, the solid fill depicts the 10 th90th percentiles of the model ensemble. Projections from the IDF-CC tool are provided in
grey. The lines depict results from individual models.
 The Cordex RCMs estimate for the baseline is shown with the horizontal orange line. This
should be similar to the ECCC baseline value (horizontal black line), but instead, it
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underestimates the ECCC baseline. This suggests that Cordex RCM projections may be an
underestimation of “true” projections (see discussion in the main text).
The range of results obtained from different models and from different methods
characterizes the uncertainty in the climate projections. The values provided in this plot
should not be used directly in design or adaptation projects without additional analysis. A
vulnerability/impact assessment and/or risk assessment is needed to determine which
values to use from the range of projections provided in this figure.
It is cautioned that projections from moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) emission
scenarios are grouped in this graphic for readability, but it is best practice to consider the
range of projections from the two scenarios separately.

Table D2 – Findings from additional studies not included in Figures D1/D2.

Note: these methods are not directly comparable due to different baselines, scenarios, etc.,
see Table D1)
Method
Multiple Days
Daily
Sub-daily
Dynamic Downscaling

WRF
Wang and
Kotamarthi
(2015)

Daily 55th-99th percentile:
projected to increase (except
during the fall), with the
greatest increase for 55th-75th.
Greater increase found with a
higher-resolution model.

2-day 1 in 5: incr. in #
occurrences/year by 3.5
(2045–2054) and 6.5
(2085–2094)
5-day 1 in 10: incr. in #
occurrences/year by 3
(2045–2054) and 5.5
(2085–2094)

Daily 1 in 100: -15-85% (2020–
2039), 15-65% (2040–2069), 355% (2070–2099)

OCCDP
Wang et al.
(2015)

Hourly 1 in 50: 15-93%
(2020–2039), 50-65%
(2040–2069), 40-80%
(2070–2099)

Statistical Downscaling
Desai
(2017)
Deng et al.
(2018)
Cheng et al.
(2011)
PSPC
(2019)

Frequency will almost double
for all return periods, greater
increase for 1 in 5/10 year
storms.
Daily 1 in 50: increases
approx. 10 mm between
2050s and 2080s

Frequency will almost
double for all return
periods, greater increase
for 1 in 5/10 year storms.
15 min increases 2-4 mm
by 2080s.

Future Probability of Existing
Daily 1 in 50: 4% (2030s), 5%
(2050s), 9% (2080s)

Future Probability of
Existing Hourly 1 in 50: 5%
(2030s), 8% (2050s), 15%
(2080s)

3-day return incr. 30%–
55% (2001–50), 25%–60%
(2026–75)
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Bias Correction and Spatial Variation Artifacts
It is cautioned that when bias correction is applied to individual grid boxes separately, this can
create spatial patterns that are not real (Maraun 2013). What this means is that maps in
APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices should be interpreted with caution. Gradients that are
consistent with process-based understanding (e.g., from south to north, or between the urban
core and surrounding areas) are more reliable, whereas speckled results may be artifacts of
the data analysis.
The figure below provides an example for the 1 in 100 year 1-day precipitation (with the colour
smoothing removed for emphasis): it is not realistic that precipitation extremes would vary this
drastically and with no clear pattern (the issue remains when individual models are plotted;
this was tested but results are not shown in this project). This phenomenon is particularly
challenging with return-period extremes because they are sensitive to a small number of data
points. For this reason, only the 1 in 100 year 1-day precipitation plots have been provided in
APPENDIX F – Plots of Climate Indices for reference, and maps of other return periods and
storm durations are not shown.

Figure D3:

Sample Maps of Extreme Precipitation (1 in 100 year 24-hours)
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